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On Cctol.:,tr _9, 1976,

c.onvened a cdr.fe.T.ance in
411

PREFAE

a

ne RockefeLler Foundation's Hunu._:.ties program

Torr.E. on -Film and the Human " 'The in-,
tent was to -,ogetz,, representatives of:trarioUs:huma:44stic lisc-

pLines who shame; it "444, other an': interest in film so might

s :lore the cr-Ds:-.1i. :_ary appeal of film study as wel a the ,use of

f7'Llth in stimulating La' --ship and teaching-in a variety. f areas. Not

=_ly did the conf.=,-,.. ,:.=silder such. practical problems the availabiI,'

utilization_ roc of.hiF:h.quality film for .eacilfing_and

s:_holarship ir it also weht..flr to assess --7.e impact of

,..trfs important corraT.7 art form-andto..establish that 'film studies'

is emerging aE a 2 discipline in .its .own right, w1-.11. rich resources

fcr deepening our -.nderstanding of'the tuman condition and numan creatiivity.

.* ;

The report the c--.ference is p._:blished -here in Par

tions. The sectic_ consists of a list if pa -tici.pai:

ti-e summary o* the cmversations_ which, as they sn-
,

in two sec-

:, and a narra-

_2(i in all good

In the -

I

some of the

and clarifi-

conferences, ragged frc the friendly tc the'mildLy atimo:_ous.
- .4?:*

secondsection,..an attemmt has "been made to isolate and ae,Lne

basic issues

cation.

Parts

r=....ised. in an effort to encourage further de-)Ak

4

II 117 seek to answer needs tharetherged irc7 the discussions

at the conferer. = and that were widely recognized by the co:Lferende partic-

ipants. Part 7- consists of reprintse,of -a number of articles that suggest

different theOr--..._cal models that have /een appliedlo film and film use

by scholars in fi4lds such as CZassics, history, literature, philosophy;

and anthropology The purpose he-re is to encourage a keener awareness of

the directions taken by colleagues in various humanistic disciplines.

To the authdrs of 7.ie article's and to their original pAlishers, who kind-
.

ly consented to times reprinting; we are grateful.

Part III'cont:lins 'a bibliography of books and articles relating Iii

study to various h7..:manistic disciplines.' The ,items were selected in order

viik



ti
zo encourage further into the I,.:.;ys inwhich humanistic scholars

nave beeh coming to with the visH1 media it_ their scholarship and.

meamhing. It also pra, s a guide to 7rganizaticns and iodicals con-/-

cerned with film and = aumanitiese.a:i d. general refe nc ds for locating

and evaluating avallat._ :t is ':.ped that these b _iographical

materials, which to o...= anowledge have __ver before been gathered together

in mtis way, will prc---- va_ue not r for t e readers new to the study'

of film but for the v"7--77.71 and experiered as well.

* *

This etblication aad nct tiave-beT.et possible without the careful,

conscientious, and thc,t.-:17::ful wort: of ..7mn E. O'Connor, of the Department

of Humanities, New Jersey Insmitume of Technology. and an active partici-
,

cant in the conference:- He skillfilly 7,ransformed the, typeScript of the

taped proceedings into L. readable summ9.ry, selected the articles to bere--

printed, and prepared.ttie bibliographimi materials. For their generosity,

'in responding to Inquiries and'for suggesting additional bibliographical

materials'we are grameful to Ronald Gottesman, Director, Center for the

Humanitiesl, University of Southern CaLifornia; Sam L. Grogg, Jr., of the

American Film Institute; BarbariL J. E_Im-phrys, of the Motion Picture Section,

the Library of Congress; Peter Rollins of the Department of English, Glcia-
,G

,

homa State University; and James M. Welsh, editor of Literature/Film Quar-
.

.Merly:

.

August 1977
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DiARRAT:VE SUMMARY-)

The tone 'ter the meeting was set by Dr. Colton who welcomed the par-
.

ticipantS an ''ocused their attention on the, constructive potentials of

,modern media r the humanities 'Marshall McLuhan's alarming predictions

about the en i If the-print e-ra =near to have been premature, Colton sur-

mised: "Gutenberz's inventicn is here to stay.," But the extraordinary

popularity of fii. is evident everywhere. ,1Tarentswto used to report that

their sons o- ial...hters who haL dropped out of school for a year were

"writing a z aresnow mere likely i'o,saY'they are "making a film."

'We wculd.'.be redss "as scholars, as teacher's., [and] as thoughtful people,"

if we did seek to understand the -mode of communication that our own

tecelnblogj-n':. tx= has produced, and consider how to use them to transmit

"the best :bat tas been thou ,ht and said and done ih human affairi."'

First to address the cc.. 'erence 'were representati,Ves:of several Jour-
.

nals and 7,rofeszional associations. They emphasi'zed that many grouis.in

the huma3ii7:ies have become a_ert to the potentials and probiemS of film

use: an eaitc pf Film & History spoke for historians,- the American Studies
Is I,

.Associaticiwa represented by the chairman of its'new film committee, the

Quarterl spokfoutnglishlteacherst% and repre-editors of Litarature/Fi

sentatives from 7:9t;_Ame

field of film st-.aies.

Film ristitute Dt..F.I.)sUrveyed the-general

James Welsr. explaihed that literature professors are more and mire
,

concerned with film itself, and no longer feel:restricted to films that

reflect other literary fOrms:

There _s a need, I submit, for English courses in Litera-
1

ture.and Film, or Drama and Fijia, or -Shakespeare and Film, and .

many such courses have been designed,. and, are in operation.. But
it also makes sense. to us to-study the humanistic' substance of
films that may not derive from literary sources, and-we have
tried to pay attention t2

_
hat particular kind of study'in Liter-

ature/Film Quarterly.
We do not. believe film should be used merely to illustrate

.classics of literature. Arhumanities course that takes as its
substance the cinema oT Ingmar"Bergman, to take one unassailable
example, makes as muchsenee to us as one concentrating upon
the plays of Shakespeare or Eugene O'Neill.

to.



No One Way ,

The rany different approaches to film study were also noted by Sam.

'Grogg, whO reported the results of a recent A.F.I. poll:

One of the things we found out that I think would interest
you was, indeed, confirmation:of the fact that film is taught .

all-across the spectrum-6f the disciplines and'in over ninety
different academic departments. It seems, there is aoone way--
to approach film study -'nor should therebe, I think. ,We
found that there is no,agreement, say, on a core collection
of .film. We asked what three films were most often used in
clag'sroom teaching; we were confronted with 4821differenetitles.
.19b, it's tough to, observe that universe. When we asked what
three books were most-often used, thei-e were over 150 differept
titles - the three most often used textbooks, et cetera, et
cetera, et cetera.

The survey also suggested that while many film teachers have no formal

training or academic degrees in c inema studies, most have had same profes-

sional experience with film and desire further academid preparation in.the
A .

field. Specific plans elirst within seVeral organizationa to help guide

teachersVho may be new to film. Pater Rollins noted the activities of

the American Studies Association film committee in-publishing a newsletter

and framing a model course in Amei-ican Studies through film. Win'Sharples

discussed the A.F.I.'sjlans for an introductory course on the American
4 ''fitm to 1e aired ovei public televibion, with supplementary materials such

ks film extracts being.made'vailable to film teachers, everywhere:

Peer Approval I

' James Welsh, Terrell Bynum; and Jolln, O'Connor-described a common ob-
,

stacle faced by advocates of fi1i in traditional humani4es areas: col-

leagues in literature, philO;ophy or:history departments view film studies

with,,aspicion. Those who use film are seen as Iess-than-serious scholars,

and are thought by some to be demeaning t4rugenuine" humanistic issues

with which intellectuals should be conel-erned. This disdain often trans-,

lates intO negative sanctions when tenure and promotion 40cisions are made.

Part of the problem may be the absence of "visual literacy!' among many

h umanists; it IS very hard to break ground against an overwhelming bias

in favor of the bopk. Terrell Bynum identified the keys to encouraging



1.

.----5,-

and. improving the .use of film in t ching phifosophyi

:,First--or-all, there must//be a gain4n'respectabilityl.
some reward 'and some respect-for,doing,this, and-not static
from one's colleagues that what you are doing is "entertain-

. ing*the kids and not doing your job as a lecturer and:inter-
preter"; andisecond, access to films themselves., and .de=

, scriptions and Critical materials that will hel teachers
learn how to use film effectively in the teaching of philos-0
ophy: 1

/ '

Little progress can be expected in integrating fie* into the humani-

ties until the national rofessional bodies. voice their approval of the

rexperiments of young. sch tars. JameS Welsh listed someirpcent'exatples
Nar a .

to suggest that, ih literature at least, t4he pi-ofessional organizations

and major journals have.1;egun to be responsive. But without the support

'of the various guilds; the spirit of the cause will surely die.

Multiple Choices

Access, to films and information about them was another focus of the

morning session Seth' Willer ft and Darcy. Paletz spoke of the availab ility

of,films for classroom viewing. Willensen saw dart of he problem as the

t nderutilirationOf materials already available. 'Notin the frequent use

of films such as Citizen Kane, he pointed out that'the master list of the'

Film's Incorporated collection includes 3,500 titlei, many of which are
V. .

seldom, if ever, shown to students% Dccy,Paletz stresSed'tie need for
,,

-
selective lists of films on Various themes so that teachers might make more

: .-.

se'isible choices, and suggested that regional conferences be held so that
, #

.....1
distributors could make their catalogS available and screen films for teach -4
4 r
ers to preview. AnOther suggestion for making a body of.film'easily.avap,..,w

il
able for classroOM study was oftei-ed by Robert Snyder. He.proposedthat . e ,

. .
a representative se-Action of classic silent films, such

I

C:t. referredeferred
1.

to in RayMond Spottiswoode's Film dnd Its Technique, be giyen ,to every state
_

4' '
public library in the nation. The entire cost might be as little as'$150,000.-

Snyder also remarked upon the concentration of interest
e
(:)n entertainment

.

4 #.

and suggested that morn attention be paid non-fiction and: documentary
1.

film; Nonetheless, access:t6 film, the Meaiis of financing'film leas'es
: . , . i

and rentals rem4in perplexing-groblems for many humanists.
"ss.,

3.

,'-'



Research Skills

Barbara Humphrysv perspe .cti was slightly different. As a librarian
.

in the Motion Pidture Division of the Library of Coniress, sha wAs-'partic-

nlarly.aware of- the unavailability of ,print. Sources about film,. many of
. ,

which have become collectors' items, too Tar for Convenient scholarly'ref-
,

erence. Shenotedithe 'failureOf tradAtio al degree programs in the. human-

applied-to'cinematic materials,ities to teach

bUt alsopointe

to approach ,pri

basic procedures

difficulties., As

resear

out that students

skills as'they

of cinema

ted matter. ,Th/r6

for scholarly Iesearch

Joseph Reed later remarked,

is ,clearly

in fi

they are "the only scholars who have

write about them."

Room of One"s Own

are often at a loss as to how .

a nee to articulate some ti

im, and yet there are inherent

film scholars are unique r

materials in order toto rent their

. .c .,

'Toward the end of the morning session a new issue was raised

this point, attention .had been directed almost soler to the.0

in the teaching bf the humanities. Now several people spoke

cinema study as "tt humanistic discipline in its own right:, fil
. -

of- study for whlt they cv teach us awfilms. As Leo:Braudy explaine

AlmosteveriViihg that as been-said about the .use of
ilm in the university'has been about theinstrumentil usq-
of film,.the illustrative use. .Very,little has been said
about Film's intrinsic use and,te development ofltheoreti-
cal courses of film curriculum that is, thestudy of film

ill involved in film its' f. It seems to be part "of the history .*
of the aevelopment.of a i'Scip!.ine which always begins with
the philological: the gat ng of teriftls, moving on to.
the illustrative and instrument , finally, getting into°
the works themselves and finding out whatthey can teach -
not as illustrations of some-other existing discipYine, not
to be brought fhonder theehonorific'umbrer4 of another aca-.
demic departmeAkor a gipnt,.but to gaih respect by.concehtrat-,
ing on the medium 'tselif,.and how i iiis constructed - I,mean,
all ofNdts Inner n to .

.

* %
, 4 --s

. \.
RonAld Gottesman concurred, stressing thEt. films are impRrtant because'.

"they tell u4-something about,the human capacity to create" gottesman de-.

fended lalm 'as an artistic medium, and argued that concern should be. given

4

4'



, .

*..not only to "film and the humanities" 1:01.1t to
film as a humanity; film as to.,* way,of ;our seeing: coming

to .understs.nd od.i-Selves as humaniDelngs...andi.theifull',range of
the waves Of the meanings that arne,entalsted in.'lecolki.ng fully
human.

One of the things that f,i1m.haS-made poSSible is a richer
set of possibilities for being,:hUman, throyigh. the ,projection
of self on a screen. These' are thinga?"that L hofieofe,.will- get--
into.

Taking an irititutional perspective; Donald-Staples pointed opt that .

1970 marked' a turning point in the struggle for respectahility: in that
year the New York State Board of Regents- authorized the New ,York University
graduate program in Cinema. Studies to grant a, degree. Another mile-
s-tone. Was the Regents ,'7atro.sion to allow high schoo1'.idents to ,prepare'

4

essays'abott--keither, a book ' a, film-foil their statewide examinations.
the problem seems to'Ne more what Joseph Reed called "local* respectability,"
as film ticlvoca*,:in -.pore ,traditional 'humanistic disciplines seek the ap-
prdval of their colleagues. itet0-4

Staples went on to suggestc that cinema specialists 'might now be able,
,.

to., assist others in the struggle to win respect for their Scho4.early work'
..

41th motion pictures. It haS been established in film departments;: he ex-,- ...

rt, piairied:, "that articles about film, films about film, and filmproductions'-s.a:-,,.
are. all legitimate publications; they get copyrighted; they get just as

.=1.-
.p much credit ,for

,i--

tenure and promotion , aAs anything else," and statements to
that effect have been made by the University, Film Association and by the
American Council.on the Arts and Education. The closing.dnote of he morn-,
ing session was clear: film is a part of the humanities. , But earlier dis- .

.).4 - ... ".,
dUssion made it obvious .that this information had not yet reached many in

A,the more traditional humanistic fields of study.

Boundless Freedom

xrk, The afternoon session focused on more general questions about- film
studies and. the humanities. Annette Michelson, Ann Douglas, and Sam Grogg

.

spoke of the feeling of freedom And innovation that came from pioneering in
_ _

a new humanistic discipline; and seeking connections with other more estab-
lished areas, such as psychology, philosophy, and literary criticism. As

(144N
-:e

n

.!



yet no fixed scholarly approach to film has been delineate to destroy this

sense of discovery. Michelson sompeltedsthat she was exci ed "by the pros-

pect of helping to institute an object of study or of knowledge, and that
4

means...inventing a great many fictions, which go by the name of 'film his--

tory' and 'film theory' and so on." She went on to stress that "it is
. .

-still, not only an experimental but a speculative enterprise."

Ann Dotiglas expressed her ;enthusiasm at teaching film:

I fee at fi s, in a sense, an escape from other
academic discipline - eventually, a model for them even as
it is drawing on th have this sense of liberation in
teaching'film, for self as well as for my students. We
all, have a sense,of excitement that everything withil the uni-..-

.versi,ty is correlat d with whole a eas of private-and public;
vicarious and direct experiences but which we have never be-
fore been-,:allowed to explore in a clastroom.

Arcane and Hermetic Language-

However-, questions were'raised about some of'the conventions with

which any film scholars seem most comfortable. In particular, Robert Sklar

asked. whather the advocqtes of cinema as an independent area of, study were

riot developing,a vocabulary so techniaal and specific that newcomers to

film, be they undergraduates or specialidts'in other fields, might not be

able to comprehend it:

A great deal of the work being done to develop a more
Precise, more carefully defined mode of analysis of film does
borrow, perhaps paradoxically, perhaps naturally, from tradi-
tional humanities fields such-as anthropology, philosophy,
linguistics, structuralism, semiotics, and so on Sc film

y study, obviously, is not developing-in itself but rather in a
conjectural relationship With other umanistic disciplines.

* Nevertheless, I think there is a potential problem emerging -
that of film speciAlization as removed from e. .common discourse
within the humanities,. I find a growing use-of hermetic Ian-

,.

guage being used in film studies, perhaps of necessity, .n order
to achieve the precision that is desired, but neverthelesi, a
kind of language that necessarily separates film studies -from
disciplines which commonly use a plain style in their discouiee.
This vocabulary makes film studies confounding for the intro-

.

ductory student with a beginning interest in film,
/

Sklar went on to say. that if the tendency to erect terriers raPhgr

than bridges to understanding persisted, then ten years from now cinema



0

(studies
# ,

r

togethet. ASusan Pice echoed Sklar, and pointed out that a reliance on such

.aforal and technical terminology might have other negative results. She
.4

explained that the spirit of innovation and discovery in film ,) studies could

not eloexist very long with this "arcane, secret., hermetic lang1age'7

.y

and the other humanities might ,be fs:fther apart rather than closer

a'he, Formative .Years

'.Anotherconcern,was the state of film education in primary and second-

ary schools. -Arthough few seemed to agree with the statement that, by the+

time.a student reached college it was too late to teach him or her about

'film, several speakers felt that itas crucial to introduce young children

to visual experienCes.. Matthew Lipman'stresSed the need to.'somehow acquaint'

children with the humanistic values, of our civilization and get them to--

think in those terms. He went on'toexplain:.
,

There'has heen very little said hereabout the-use .of
film for elementary and .secondary education and yettheTrob-
lem'of acquainting children with the humanities and-getting
theM to think in terms of. the. hUmanities is, it seems. to me,
more important than dealing with the problem of the adult, be-
cause by the time one reaches the adult.,world, and I include,
here the world of "iatoo late. Adults
are finished; their thoughtPatterns are largely-set:
think that unless you .canget to the.childreNalI you are
going to do.is repeat the mistakes of the paSt. The'world is.

-Moving;to and a century which will exceed-in hOrroreven the
one we liv in, unless- we can somehow enlighten children with,
the humanistic.values of oure'civilization and get them to think
in those terms.

. Now, I make two points there. It's not enough to acquaint
children with history - you must get'them to think historically.
It's not enough-to acquaint -them with philb-sophy;-Orie.must get'
theme. think philosophically; it's not enough to'prespnt them
with films, they 'must be taught to think Illmically.

--T

'Ae,Anthony Penna further explained, it is most productive to 'reach.'

..children early, when they are "still in the prOcess of formulating a set

of ideas and a set of strategies for coping with Anformation-for the rest

of their lives."

.

More controversial was the question. of how to go.about.usingfilm,in

the classroom. Several comments were made about the pedagogical weaknesses

and inadequacies of many primary and secondary schoolteachers. As Lipman

.7



put it: "Many teachers in erementary

students and `;numb lust as televi

is another way'of numbing them, ° rathe

Only Connect

chools use' film to .paralyze the(r
on is used to entertain them, which

han provoking-them to think.

SUsan Rice,expressed a concern that adults might by trying too

hard to direct children'slfearning, even to the point of expecting a partic-

ular' response to a film! ?

I edited a book entitled Films Rids Like, which I thought
was" a rather modest endeavor; instantly I became an expert, be

vobodY else had been going this sort of thing. We showed
'short films"- which seemed to be most appropriate far short peo-
ple, so to Geak - to thousands of kids,, and then put out a cat-'.
alog based on.their response tip the films. Often educators go
about it by determining themselves'what they think is appropriate
for children; then they present it to the children and punish'

. they for not respon
Children watch movies

crawl up on their'belli

-g to their adult determinations.
ifferently from the way_ye do. They

very close to the screen; they talk
throughout the movie. Adults tend to be reverent and silent and
distant;' everybody wants to sit in the back row, Maybe it's a
function of age;and farsightedness, -I am not sure. But.children
have changed, I think, in the way they perceive film., And when
I say we don't. know how to measure the way in which they are
learning, I don't mean you have to attach electrodes to the
child'g brain, or measure reading capacities before and after
"reading" movies. There are a lot of things you can observe by
just walking'among children, being with them as they watchfilm.

The important thing, in my view, is to encourage children
'".to-take an active attitude toward.film when they-finish seeing

it so they won't take'on that silent, unanalytic, uncritical
attitude after an experience with a moving image. .

But should the teacher'stand ;beak, as Rice prbposed, and allow the

students to relate freely to the visual experience - nth indicating that

any one resRonse to'a particufar filin is "the proper one"; or mus7, the

teacher,vas Thomas Cripps argued, maintain the role of the "auti- city,"

the one who'possesses knol:aedge and dispenses it to his students: Sydney

Nathans' experience at Duke University seemed to bear out thelatter

What I discovered-was that, without a good deal of guid-
. ance, response to films was quite a passi e, isn't-that-an- .

interesting -film sort of thing. It became necessary for me
to provide a context for them, particularly in dealing with
older historical films.,



I can recall going to see Rebel Without a Ca.....ze and hear-1
ing the student audience just laugh and laugh at--:ae aotOrs'
dress and behavior, and at what peeple of that time thought
wet serious and romantic. You.have to establish ,711.) it was
that .people took these films seriously, why they, worried about,
the invasion of the body-siatchers, why they took. James Dean
seriously.

In relating techniques of film education to claqroom methods-in
P

other areas, Stuart Samuels sUggested'that'the question was whether or not
.

film was 'used to help students "demystify the world"'orto '''continue their

mystification " Finally,. after several reminders about the different.situ*

ations of teachers in primary and secondary schools'f and professors fhtte,

universities, it was agreed that allowing children to see the ambiguity- in

a vikpal experience might be a form of demystificationo and that a teacheT

might be 'an "authority" in a field without,havinA to take an "authoritarialY:.

approach):In,the claSsrooffi.-

Educating Educational Films
4

Yet another way in which the emerging field of film study comes into

contact with the older and more traditional humanistic disciplines is in

the production of films about history, philosophy, art, dance, etc. Sev-.,

eral professional !filmmakers Weft present, as were -a few academic humanists

who had also become involved in film production, and they offered obsermr-

tions. Robert Snyder Suggested that Americans might learn from the consid-

rble experience of the Open University in England% which has produced its

own films and integrated them into educational programs:, Mathias Von Brau-

sc\hitsch discussed some of his experiences in making "educational films,"

especially the Decades of Decision series produced for the National Geo-

graphic Society. .Von Brauschitsch was particularly concerned about the'

problem of maintaining production values while,creating a film which would

provoke students to think.

P.Sandra Hei1bert, who uses film to help teach.thenistory of science,

and Martin Jackson who describedthe responses of adult participa

--filM programS run by the National Project/Center for Film and the Humanities,-

both agreed that most films that haVe $een made for; the claSsroom ere

poor filmicalli and ineffeCtive as,teaohing tools. The opinion was alsO.
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expressIed that the production of such "educational, simply might not

be worth the effort that goes,into them.

But -64ere were others present who saw things differently. Howard

Weaver, director of the Media Design Studio at Yale, explained the Studio's

to produce fi,lms that both teach and entertain by bringing a film-

er and humanise together dn a joint enterprise. -He. described the first

in a series df films on the American West Aow in production at the Studio

in association' with a Yale history professor, Howard Lamar, and pointedyout
..Ort

the unique rellitionship established there between scholar andfilm-maker:

"Ifthelphoice .cones 'down. to, one Of the film-maker versus the scholar, the

scholar will win." tut Some, suche.s Peter Wood, consider/collaboration

to be an unsatisfactory compromiSe. As,W6od put it /
.

Thet\e are humanists who have messed around in film, and
film-makers have messed around in history, but it really
hasn't gone beyond "messing around" in more than halfr,e. dozen,
cases yet,' and ..I don't think we are really going to move into
a new phase until we haye gone beyond the colfaborative, idea.

tA, few teaching films have been'ilade7;)humanists who liave themselves

taken on the role In' film-maker. One who wag present, Peter Rollins, lien-
.

tioned'his.own work in the production,of a film about. Will. Rogers and also

described the ,several films made by Patri'dk Griffin, an. hiY,storian film- maker.

One of the final comments came from Jay Ruby. y,J 'explained that there

is:

...a tradition in anthropology that has made anthropolo-
gists articulate with film-since film's existence; it hag al-
ways been small but it has always been there, ant/ although
often we are doing it ineptly, still we areytryi g to do

'things like make, use, and analyze It i a strong
frac tion, go I think-that vome of the proble that others'
have don't exist in anthropology. It's nart f the identi-
fication badge of an anthropologist to take icturesj
whether-stills or moviei.

Ruby described some of his work at Tem 1e niversity, where he is

tryiffg,tc work out a common linguistic code .f r anthropology and film-,making,

and he warned that too often film-makers mi akenly feel that they can study

history or anthropology for six weeks and earn enough to make a film.

The group seemed to'agree timt, at east forthe near future, most mo---

tion;pictures that migtt:be used effect vely to raise humanistic questions -
- -

. ,
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yhether for elementary high school students, undergraduates, clr gen-

eral adult. audiences - ould have to be chosen from, commercially made en-

tertainment or documentary films. However, there was hope for the futu e

ritthat projects could be worked o4.which4would involve the humanist J9.s fi -

maker $) or bring him/hbr together in'partnership with the film-maker, in 'the

.production of films. for teaching.

Asking Others

There was also general agreement that more sharing of ideas and infor-

mation was called for...Trying ta explain the apparenthesitancy.of people

to cooperate in.duCh-effbrts, Donald'StapleeekPlattned:

Anyone who has, have, driyen intall strange town
with someone else, whow:as,driYing; and said, "Why not stop
and ask:directions?" wheretipon the driver'ip knuckles turned
'white on the'wheel, knowd that it's not'always easy to ask-
fOr.helP, because it is a& admission bf weakness of some
type. Anyone who, as haYei has apprenticed in the film.
industry,AknoWs it's not always easy for a person whq has
lsa441.1040Shderfulways of dealing.with-problems to gladlY
pass them on to a-potentiaI hotshot cpmpqitor:.I am re-
Minded of David Paxtoin's favoritequote, 'To be understood,
is to be found out.",7

Sam Grogg agreed with 'Staples that. there was a great deal that human-

ists and filmmakers could learn from!each other, and provided an example:

When I started readingpsychologYAournals, in which
psychologists were writing on film, I learned things that
would never haVe occurred to me. There should be some ef-
fOrt to pull together bibliogrephicalmaterial, so that peo-
'Ple in all disciplines might have. an entree to film studies.

--.-One of the current efforts of the A.F.I., 9rogg remarked, was the per-
,

fecting of new ways to, collect and disseminate all kinds of information

dealing with film.

The End.

Joel Colton thanked the participants for attending, and4losed the

conference with a reminder that consensus had not been the objective of

the day's. meeting. The idea, he stressed, had beqn to try "to bridge the

gap between thoSe in the traditional huma ;disciplines and people who

have immersed themselves in film studies.' In addition,"the day-long



it

,conversation had served to define m44e closely the problemS and prospects
. .

for cinema studies and the humanitieS, and, to suggest some basic

agreement among humanists who advocate the study of film both as

formand-as a pOpu/.lar,Mode of cultural expression..

12
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In preparing

by wide-ranging di

conversation as it

povsiblp. The fol

BASIC ISSUES,

141tedir_g narrative summary of a long meeting marked

n, --..1. effort was made to retain the sense of the

ped, and to t

offer specific illustrations wherever
,

,
.. .

annotated list Of twelve basiC issues which emerged

from the conference is intended to set Out'

The list-istot an exhaustive one, and is not intended ,tq suggest that any
,

Of the issues i_itemizeds mote impo tant than any other

1

roblems for further disCuAion.

y

1. Academic Respectabillty.' he'struggle to in academic respecta-
-

,bility Yor cinema studies as an independent area of knowledge has been won.

The proble now appears to concentrated in other academic. departments''

(historY. ilcrsophy, literature, etc.)whete those using film in their're-

search and teaching are olten considered by their colleagues to be less-.

than-serious scholars - the result being that they often fail to earn credit
.

toward promotion and' tenure for their work with film.

J' '2. The Avalability of Film. Commercial film disttibutorS have many

films for. rental Which jire. seldOm if-eiier used, while teachers rent and
l'screen thisame movies Semester after-semester." Efforts should .be 'made

0

through a national organization such as the,A.F.I. t make the most often
.

used 1116 more easily and ineXpensivei. available. Distributors' catalogs

should be made more accessible,(in libral'ies, for example), and' regional

conferences should be sponsored so thq teachers can preview .ilms for their

classes. Other possibilities" for providing- access to film materials may.

include the organization of Agional-consortia, each With a ore collection"

'of.most-used films,and,the,wider.use o public library colle:zions:

j3.- Selected Lists of Films on. H anisc TheMes _me way to help

"teachers locate different films would be the preparation of f. lmographies
,

on various themes. Such lists might be annotated tc evaluat,e films, as well

-as-to.organize them into-subject categories." There is some opposition to

this.
*
ided,,by those i:rho4argue that'Such lists-are bound to limit the films

likely to be used by teachers. If.selective filmographies are prepared,,

;-critics warn, they should -be made descriptive rather than prescriptive.

r,.
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4: Hardwa.ce.in the Classroom. Prethent day classroom projection'
4 o

equipment leaves much room -11(3r improvement. It breaks doWnltoo easilyand

.dams.ges film,too;readily. flArt of the problem may bedue to.the teacHer's,

laz.i.of training with the'equipment.

5. The Availability. of Print Sources abo t Film.' ,Tod little attention

has been paid to, creating collections 'of book's, periodicals, and manuscript

materials that relate to the art and history ofthe cinema. -Stud9ta.in.

cinema studkes ought to be able to use a car catalog and a'referencedphelf

as well as a Steenbeck viewer. (Conversely,.:graduate students in hist

literature, philosOphy, and other disciplines should be introduced to fi m

and visual communications as part of their professional training.)

6 Film as a Part of the Humanities. The; study of Cinema is emerging
.
- -

as a humanistic discipline in its on right, worthy of comparison with

other more established and traditional fields. Participants in the creation

of this new area of know le e are most excited by the innovative opportuni

ties open to them, and/the new rerspectiVes offered on otherstudies sucl

as history and literary zriticism. One problem may be the'developmeft.of

methodologies and vocabularies so technical as.to be incomprehensible.to

most undergraduates whc are not film majora.-4-and.also to some.-colleagues

in other fields. There is also the unique .difficulty faced by the scholar
. -

who has tc rent his study material from a commercial distributor for one

screening at a time.
4,-

7. Film Studies and 'Visual Literacy." Some disapprove ,of the term,.

but most agree, on the need to train students to be "visually literate,"

particularly in a societ- such'as ours, in which so much information is

transmitted Through the7izual media.. What needs special encouragement-

is the teaching of the bas:_csof film language and visual communications

to non-majors in cimema'stdies.

8. What is the Impac-= of Television on Education? Does television

create visual awareness, or does it serve to deensidtizeAnd dull the per-

ceptions of viewers? It is interesting that some students complain that.

film courses often ruin TV for them in the future; they cannot watch with-

\ '

out analyzing what they see.
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'9: ,MethddoloigieS or

.,
GlassrOom tudy:. Whattsnould be the role of

the teacher -...n intro'd I qi.ng students ,to ilm? Is there a ",proper response

toa pleticular :Lim, or Shouldthe student be ehcburaad to relate freely
)0.

.
..

to the view1ng experience wi no obtrusive 2ntroduction6.4Or c6ncluqlons
tw

e.

drawn r #. the teuther?.A1I,ag ee tAt it is a terrible mistake,tpi sHow a ;',

.

;,..-1
. . .

p
.. - .4 k

filt'that 'ills an entire ericid.and of n moire on to another Subject
...._\._,

..the next 'dfiy. But many teachers aie still perplexed 13y.tlie questioti of

"what to dOcwhen'the-li,ghts- go 0.1.1.'!

. . ',3.0.. .iStai...C.hildren.,,Filn,: Whether the film is used to help them

ear philosophy or historyor to acquire ':visual litera4," it ids ,generally
<- . . .

- '----.

agreed t t students should be working with mot'onpidtures and 1 arning to

relate too hem. in primary.and elementary sChools,' .The,11nde4tanding of ..
. . _ k- r

some basics of visual communication may mean much more to Neg people if
- k

such lessons are learned -fit a time when they are still learning how .0

think critically. By the time they get tb college itich of this opportunity-

might 'nave been lost.

11. ..What ShoL_J. be the RoLe of National Professional Organizations?

If advOcatee of ff_m studies in the- traditional humanistic disciplines- are

to gain the scholarly respect their.work deserves and receive encouragement

t continue, -support should come from national Professional%organizations-
,.

such as tie Modern Language AssoCiatidn, the AmericanHistoriCar-AsSOcia=

tion, The American Philosophical Association,-and-so on. Some imp4vement

_s evident in the ihcreasing,number of Sessions vt a4Inual meetings.that

( 4

-ea_ with film, :-31.1.1- more positive actigreems necessary to answer this

aagging problem As the most imlrant national organization, devoted to

film, the A.F.I. deserves special attention. There are three areas in

which-.the'Institute is currently concentrating: (1) the preservation and

archive function, (2) the A.F.I. catalog, and (3) the plans for 4f intro-

ductory course on'American -cinema (for programming on. public televisions)

which will prcvide supplementary materials for film teachers. Other sug-

gestions might include the setting up of a toll-free telephone number to

answer general reference quetions about the availability of,spegific films

from rental "agents; the establishment of a union catalog of film,periodicals,,

15 '
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.1

erence workS,:and Crimanilt sour4es relating-to cinema* and the devotion.'9.1

:1, (,

''of a. greater poriglof American lArlm'(the InstitutZ's mthly magEZzAne t(5,_ .
.

.--.
--.: -.matters of Concern.to,echoIars.rather than g.i.vilif so 512ch teAtiOn to

.1

"..0.:

rent ilywood releaseS, '4, 2,
) 12: PrOducti-Ormof ;'ig..i for the Humanities. Is it d irable to

.,!- produce filmwespeckaily four` the humanities classroOtvor 1ZodId teaChers do
- .

.
4

IbetteD using'41msoriin ly made for e440tainment or ixther commercial--, ... -

r Ons? If films are to be.producedlvith.the.humanities teacher irimiftd,
,

how uch inut db trada-tfonalhumaniss-igant and how much should they have

I, Sho d.spet.ialists in ,other. areas such as history, philosophy, literature,'
,k, .

-an .anthropology be ,encouraged to,beCome.film-makers'or would it be lure

productive to.concentrate.on cooperative enterprises between professional

film-Akers and academics scholars, such as those being undertaken at Yale'1sn
.,Media ,Design Studio?

1

a
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Thoj articles reprinted here are mea topherve as aMp3learof the
4

:.4; ,different theoretical aproaches whiehwecialisti in to lairious. e 1.,'.4k
..- . .

., . 7 . :,.. .--& . Jr,
1 ; discip.lities navIvapplikd to-thoir wcrkALWith'film. .'1%t eiimil 'ties 6,.- 16--,-/4 . ).. WA -

.

' 1-

, :-.. ...fr

IPI'l'' :zid:differtnde that mark-these severa,l-methopliWes indicb. that
..1,.

. ' ,i..

.

-4
),..,.n-

from
.. . N.

0 humanistS'are sufe-.to benefit from what tneir colleagUes'are doing'and*
_

. -..

how they'arg g g ab ut it. The articie!tyWilliainV.owsMithis'' if:
, .

.,
, 1 :. - 4 .

..,

'

.
.

especially ble because it presents so well the rationale fortthe
.. .. ,

, .
1

. .

study of film within the'cuatext of a'traditiehal humanities orienta-
.i.

.
a

tion.. The seiectitsthat. follow illustrate some of the ways that ..
, *,

scholars ,have tried to fulfill these possibilities
$

in history, American h. ---

studies, literature, phildi)Dphy,.and anthrop6logy.

,,
.
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47 'FILM AS EDUCATOR
""f2.-/ z1 .

t 41 William Arrowsmith
.'

e
,

k Ix,.
4

'rn'humaniet4.c,.educati.op ila6 'utur,e 11 swtth film..- Ofhis I am/ ,

. - ..t ,.. .

firmly', conVilm /-do n? meanby; this -either 'audio- visualism or, . t.

*
. . , " .. -

.. ,-

r

educatilal st'r,ips.:IleanIpai.lmwil:1;bySg
fl

m .mgcliuni6,,O-'f.instiC Ion,ifiAt;:tiiat,:filmAlsoWillhat
0' .....--, . J r.,'.. .. 0,

Claim the 'plate and p'reptige Lc#Orded td literature

the trpditio4qurr4pu1Ai
A

.as curriculum, too.
)

-eThison ctio
i t -,

0.

ot!.onftt ti.!!>,filture .

Ilepge-Ind

.ancf,he:ar s
.......7 medium1 tw:film.ribt.-merelyas

t,

medium but
. a- ,

. .

restg.upon a faith that q-iuman . --* ...,---

society cannot,do without the humanit4.7e,)Cannot forsake ,its rai-ell in -

s

the-project:Thof makiiig men more fully lt,bman,heIliing mgit.to "become the
---.

,,P.

rthing they are." Iia real education - and not merely the transmission --,

. A

is4.44kqo ledgAl- is to take place, a curricuIum is 'required. whicht,_

krr b ateS and/XempliPies moralidiyovery,:the mak-ing of a fate, the ,

get.for. identit:Sr.' Literature dnd.the arts ha've always been,at the ,,
'

-).

rt.kof,the humanities because they providdd just such corroboration;
.

i
our most enduring use for art has beeprecisely in education - and it

-is an end worthy of art:, this "expansion of love beyond ourselves,':--

which Nietzsche called eduCation."-

But I recognize, withldistress and-sadness, that this 11.terature.

'which isifor me so Crucial a c rriculum that I cannot imagine my life

.without it, is for others, espeCially many young people, 'no longer at

the center of things. It has come to seem to them artificial, even

'faintly anachronistic; its conventions suddenly seem conventional,'

labored, and unreal. It's crucial illusion crippled, participation

becomes'conetrained oi- even impossible. This constraint comes not

only from thecomerative epaciousneSs and realism of the new media
. '

the superior complexity and power:of their conventions but also fro-in

the *ay in which literature is top often taught; that is, as technical

or"Trofessional virtuosity or decorative cultural "accomplish-'.

merit ." We have Ipcome.very adept, as Edgar Friedenb rg points out,

Repl:itted.froM*Journal of Aesthetic Education, 1,7ol. III, No.,3,4969).
University of; Illinois Press, Urbana, pp. 75-83. ,

.
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at drivihg cadiRium rods into the seething mass of our cultural heritage

and rendering it inactive."1 The schools=do-it.by castrating-art, by

disguising its true subversiveness, or-by forcing, it to-Yield a crop:

of acaeptablecliches, The universities do it by treating literature

as though it were written not-for our, enjoyment and instruction, but

' as part a a c ,.for analysis and instruction..

The onsti-aint students feel with liteiature.has noticeably-'
V

inci sed:as scholarly attitudes haveMoved from the graduate schools

to thetilidergraduate and eV:en:the secondary curricula. Constraint nowti
becomes the rule;* the student beginsto suspect, resent, and reject a

literary culture and educatton that flourish apparently for.. their own

sakes or for their proressors', without pertinence to his life. And

so the conventions that support the axt of the spoken word =the arti,

tllat used not,-tro4ygOuble.us, that we took in our stride

once. -begin to;seemdubipus and then to dissoliie. One no Ionger feels

the'lleCessity.of.the style, or its necessities are no longer ours. Con-

straint is not easily unleariled;and poetry and drama seem now;no

longer second nature, Mutcome to us increasingly touched by the self-L.

consciousness of all high culture that has been, educationally fo mal-
.

ized. I have heard.Jesuits.say that they could not teach in p erical,

garb, teCause the authority of their robes tainted the subjec they

gtaught, troubling education with the problems of resented or r fused.

authority. It is the'same_Ath the spoken arts in education; what is °
$

bad and merely. authoritative or professional in education has corrupted

them and WeAkenedtheir. enabling conventions. They no longer 'speak to

us naturally, and our responses are becoming fataliy,self-conscious.

Or so it- seems to me.

- Film itself may be highly self - conscious, but it is surely unique

in posseSsing audiences who take it naturally, who attend to it without

fuss or pretens,por sham; who for th:Nnost'part.trit its makers and

feel unmistakably at,ease with its conventions. People'go. to movies

asthey go to tdie a bath or a:stroll. You cannot assume that one

ltle'Humanities-in the School, ed.'. Harold Taylor (New York:
Citation Pres, 1968), p.145.
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student 41 ten has read a given book; chances are high that half the.:;

students;-will have seen - and-seen well, or-at.least intensely any\
film you Care to mention,-.What is more, 'students see films with a

natural confidence, -,a confidence unembarrassed by the grosser kinds
%

of self-consciousness. By comparisonaudiencet for poetry, drama,

or msiare notoriously unsure indlined either to dogmatic arrogance

or deferential ignorance. The-fear of the expert 7-...the academic

_expert above 'all`- hovers over them. But in film the climate it freer,
%

more tolerant. The experts have not yet invaded the Film and claimed

it "No Trespassing - For Experet Only. Evelybody Else Get Out!" as

scholars have done with the Renaissance and musicologists with baroque

music'; or in. literature where one sees -6le sad spectacle of writers

and periods that were once of enormous seminal significance to the

.general reader and that, thahks to the claims of scholars, and the

reluctance of the non-expert to take onthe 'expert, have 'been rendered

almost wholly useless and inaccessible.

In this openness and exemption from the self-:consciousness of

"high" Culturelies'the enormous promise of film. Its technical pob-

sibilities are,' of course, staggering bUt they would have alMost no

significance Unlets,the.audience could accept them easily'andnatUrally

within
)

the:context of contentions thataudiences feel at hOte With.

Indeed, one of my fears in the wave ottechnicalexperiment in film

now is that the experiment's may succeed in making the audience as kil-
t

kingly conscious of the Camera and mere technical artifice as they' are

now mostly unconscious of it, content.to' accept a tale or a visual

sequence as though it possetted'its own internal necessity and could no

more be questioried than wind on' water. In'sayingthis; I run the risk:

of offending those who are eager to see film accorded'an equal place,

- a technical place,- alongside the other arts. But the unique

situation of film is surely.t tit comes to us, not as part of our
,

.

educationally acquired "high" c'lture, but'as part of the common culture

itself.

. It may be that films are sti i.a,part of common culture because

film began.not'as an art but.as'afi industry, and for a long time refused
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to be 'taken,. or to take itself, seriously. But -whatever the reason,

the-film-makerenjoYs-in-this respect- a-precious advantage over-all hia-
.

peers in the other arts. Only he has a real hope of creating on this -

hasis an art which'is not only great but also-popular. What the novel,

was to the nineteenth century, the film might be to the twentieth:

thg genre,:the only genre wholly congenial to the majority of a culture.

In ancient GreeA tragedy was just such a genre'-popular, democratic,

of enormous. aleal to all' classes; anything but. the tiresome Mandarin

nonsense it has become in modern production. Even in Italy as late as

thirty years ago Ita opera was an unmistakably popular art form;

'you heard it as a ma rrof course on" bar radios and In piazzas, inter-
_

spersed with vivid comment. Now the same music brings dismay-and anger

and Cries of Abbassa la radio!' This currency, this conventional accep-

tability and viability belong, as r Say,'uniqUely-to film. And they

suggest just how enormous an influence flip might come to exert through-

out the culture.

I said earlier that film would come to prevail in the educational

curriculumof schools and universities, and that it would cld so not

only asfa medium but also as a curriculum. It will be able to do this,

I suggest, precisely because It.is itself still apart of common cul-

ture and therefore can be-Meaningfully utilized in programs of general

education. At present, general education is in disrepair and.'71dieSteem

throughout the learned world. But, general education was not defeated

by its own inadequacy, but by the professionalization of universities.

Specialists cannot, .for obvious reasons, confer a gentral education any

more than plumbers can design a landscape. And general education in this

country withered because specialists could not be persuaded to educate

themselves or their students except as specialists. Yet our need for

a ;valid form of general education is urgent, and grows more urgent all

the time. We have learned recently how terrible is the cost to culture

of its rejectfg by those who, because they have no stake in it, cannot

use it. How, for instance can you meaningfully teach Greek tragedy -

with its conviction of each man's freedom to find his, own fate and his

responsibility for it - to those who have never experienced such
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freedom, who ladk precisely the power to .alter'their fates or even-to

find-themt:,-YouAcannot.'-And what the ghetto child-vioIently-refuss,

the middle-class child_ accepts becauseciti.s sugared with the promise

of later material success. What we desperately need is a general.

education, a general curriculum, which could fOcus the realities

of our present existence, present them as fact or hypothesis in'a

telling way which could deal with our obsessions and tell the truth

about our lives. Such a curriculum clearly must be designed and

taught in such a way that it does not elicit irrelevant refusal or

suspicion - that is, a curriculum whode style and conventions would

seem, because shared by both teacher and student, to carry their own

necessities, to require'neither apology nor defense.' That curriculum

is film, a medium which is instantly acceptible, which provides, as

reading does not, immediate and shared experience-of unparalleled

intensity; which s still largely unencumbered by a scholarly litera-
,_

-bur*, and whos vitality and future seem undeniabIT-

Bu t is not merely a matter of 'intensity and community.° Here,-

after -all, we have anart that --is wholly available to the Whole world,

a truly ecumenica)l art. ,Given only subtitles, it is ac66ssible to'anY7_

one, anywhere. And precisely bebause it can goanywhere,_it tends to

have, at least amag'the great directors,-preciSely,the kind of e,c,12,7

menical ambitions - the hope of reaching al;. 'mankind -.th4tigteat,

writers,.to some degree always imprisoned in the parish of their an-

guage, have hungered for. Even'if the culture.is formidably remoie-A

PKorean, say/ or even Indian,- the director can quickly and--viyidly.

, familiarize it as no writer conceivably can. Yet the only purpose,of

familiarizingit must,be to transcend'wha 'he has familiarized -.to

speak to mar man in =place. Ecumenical ambitions may produce pre- it
.

tentious failures - but at least they will not produce a precious art.

If there is'.little comfort in living ifutn'age of violent change, of

feeling only transititinal, always uncertain of where one is o might,be

going, it is in such conditionsyespecrally when they are univei al,

that we can hope for something like a Homeric Vision, for a ge erous -
image of humanity. And the-hope is measurably augmented when artists
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of great.teaent'-f.think of Kurosawa and'Antonioni - apply-themselves

-to-porttaying the- -human-psyche: -- -its- powers and-we tnesses - as it-
,

strives to adapt to nearly unbearable Change, to the destruction of

the very ecolOgy by which it was once - and may still be - fatally

defined. This is, admittedly, a theme particularly suited to film,
,

which can show with compelling beauty and detail the relation between

.syche and ecology, which can re- create the old poetry of-earth and
. -

the nightmarishnew world in stunning proximity. But it is also one

of-the great universal themes - perhaps the great theme of the age -

and it is, _I think, no accident. that it should be film - that- ecumen-

. Ical art - that/is noW attempting to'treat it.

I know of no art with such potential for stating our problems,

complexities, anxieties, and'powers-more.naturally or comprehensively

tha film. And this'is why film seems to me a natural curriculum -

a curraculum7in-process, a creative project - with which to replace

much of what we now do in literature and philosophy and humanities.

At least film is-where we mighprmost intelligently begin, taking advan-

tageNof.an existing, motivations, of a living art form - in order, to

deepen and widen,common culture. There Is alwaYs the chance - doubtless_

high - that-we shall stultify film in the process, but I cannot see how

tverious_eddcatots can fail to make use of the most powerful-art-form

% "thlit,h&S-ever'exited, above all when that art has an unmistakable

poptaatrifp-.0.aqtwou!id have Ap be madN iof to use it. There is no

VarpfnlliArailteel:ftg-that we shall not abuse it too. But, unlike the

r.'alts, filtdli'intrinsically interdisciplinary; it fuses all the

xl,s_ting,...arts in anew mode, whose marvellous complexity wil1efeat

lAlut;the -ablest academic critics. It is a medium congenial to ideas,
.

-.:anii"to present ideas above all, and its hunger for an ecumenical audi-

ence should, at least'for now, keep it relatively honest. Ideally, I

think such a film'curriculum should be complemented by literature -

literature which criticizes the film, or whidh is criticized or ampli-

fied by the rilm. For I assume that the past still matters enormously

and still:ha things to teach us, and also that the past can be bet-
*.

tered by present achievement - andthat this rivalry between dead and
.
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this effrt Eby the present to outdo:the Test ,-'imitaresunerando

is-supremely-edtnational. a time when-the Old are despised by-the

young, and the;:young feared by the old, it stands:to reason that-the .-

7-past will seem irrelevant to the present. But surely it -is not;.,cer-

tainly all educatidn in the humanities is based on'the premise of the
, . ,

relevance of the.pastito-the present - that present which is, as

Whitehead said, "holy ground:'-;

The present is, like our culture, an oecumene. We are all ecu-

menical men and good Europeans these days. But the human oecumene

runs backward too; it includes the deaa, no-less than:Australian bush-
.-

men and the. Hairy Ainu. And the dead -are the fast MajOrity. "Now that

you're in Hell, Timon," the pbet asks the famous misanthrope, "which

do you prefer, the darkness or the light?", "The light, man. There are

more of you here in Hell." The living are not diminished by honor done

10e dead. .Tbese,'I SupTose, are the pietieS one expects of classicists,

but I enter them asa protest against the jiau*ty,McLuhanite modernity

and the perky technical.hybris Of too many cineasts. Any valid general

education should strive.to keep pest'and present in constant creative

and critical connection. Resnais's Hiroshima mod Amour, for instance,

should be set against the poem it unknowingly, I suspect, imitates--

the Iliad. And the point of the contrast shauld,not be to,batter the

modern work with the ancient masterpiece, but to show why, in this, case,

in strategy and taste and power, the apcient work does so much more

compellingly what the "modern tries to do. Here,,I,would want to .say*,

is a case of cruc ial cultural rivalry. Resnais attempted an honorable

tas- k; he attempted - probably unknowingly - the greatest theme of the

greatest poet; a theme we badly need for our own time; and whose power

and viability can be glimpsed in the passionate 'enthusiasm this rather
1

poor film aroused among the young.

Or one might perhaps show how Antonioni, allusively and powerfully,

attempts to create for film a visual vocabulary capable of taking what

is still alive in the art of the past and renewing it in a fresh con-

text. Thus in Blow-Up, when the photographer.returns to find the corpse.

in the park, we See him look at the bare grass, the body gone, while
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the leaves scatter in a freSh dawn wind around him; and'he turns sud-

-7denly-and looks-upwardand the camerarhoIds-momentarily on the leafy_.

.branch overhead4 nothing-but the leaves e wind-sound. And then.
'OP

at the close of the filM, as the camera ds on the photographer, his

eyes fill with tears as he turns, in grip of a starker reality now,

unable.to participate any longer in he illusion of the mummers' tennis

-,turns and looks at -the green Bras -. And-then he is gone, and=-
t

there is only the'grass left, undef and behind,the closing legend.

Ephemerality, anonymity, the visi of -man's dayslike the grass dhd

the leaves, and the great Homeric figure: "As is the generation of

leaves, so is that of men. One neration is born, and another dies

...." All these are in the our of Antonioni's work. 'An aura of vis-

ual association, utterly without educated snobbery or pretense, a
t

re-creation'in cinematic:terms of the oldest metaphors of human anonym-
-,

ity and impermanence in a world of change. In La Notte the same theme:
P

,.

the millionaire Milanese Tr'malchio who seeks to leave a permanent

. monument; ih the grass a bat ered marble Roman head, all termanence,
-

,gazed at hy, a'fasCinated cat, al animal transcience. In L'Eclisse,
Ilk

---7,

as 'Ricardo.leaves,Vittorias-apartment, one-sees above the gate, per-

fectly'fectly:squaredA:iyron, an Uriihriat landscape of the fourteenth century

- the old .poetry oirth framed by the imprisoning enclosures of the

4> new Megalopolis. In The Red 'Desert, the Sardinian beach fantasy, the

girl, a brown-and gawky adolesr, runs to hide, peering out from the

green 'Shrubbery; and she lbrings irresistibly to-mind lone of Gauguin's

&liitian girls - the cultural "suggestion supporting the psychological

purpose of the fantasy - the wonder and fear that accompany the,arrival

of "the other"; the waking out of oneself. None of-these echoes, I

stress, function for cultural show;_ they are rather Antonioni's way of

.using the past, transmuting it, and making it newly,availahle, for con-

trast or for direct statement. In thisjespect, this attempt to affil-
.

late himselftirya cinematic -.but not a literary - way Ito a great

literary and artistic tradition; Antonioni is unique.

This, of course, is merely a suggestion of the sort of connection

that can legitimabely be found when past and present, literature and
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film, are meaningfully juxtapOsed: The result of such juxtapositions

would be, it seems to me, to demonstrate one of the ideal relationof

past and present and to show unmistakably thelDertinence of the past,

whether achievement or challenge: A legitimate form of general educa-

tion could- be created on the basis of the available film resources,

and the effect of such education would be both to rescue literature

and to enrich film. Let me say bluntly that I think the, education of

film-makers could be remarkably improved if they could be brought into

a reasonably respectful and lively relation to past. literature and the

arts. I have the distinct impression that film-makers are all too Often

lamentably ignorant or even contemptuous of-the literary tradition

whose rightful inheritors they are. If they were not, they would not

make many of the films they now make, and many of their dreadful adapta-

tions of literary material would show either more respect for the

original or more imaginative and ralqcal adaptation than one now sees.

And they would be bolder .n appropriating mate ial which is conducive

to their ends. We need, La short, edu fi -makers.if we are to

entrust the curricalum of education to them. I personally fail to see

how one can legitimately expect to improve the traielg Of film-makers

except by educating them 'well in, the.great tradition of Homer,

Sophocles',. Plato, Shakespeare, and Racine. The achievement-I of film

are already impressive; but they are not so impressive that -we' can

,lightly tondone re technical virtuosity Combined. with a radical],

illiteracy. The fi ker is as much the heir of literature as the

American isthe heir of Europe. But he lacks the 'humility to seize

his inheritance, perh4s because, like most Americans, he cannot rid

himself of his obsession with money and his populist assumption that

liter4ture and the past are-either boring or bunk. 4

Let me close by saying that I think the mission of the film-Maker

goes far beyond mere artistic pro*ess or achievement. The film-maker

alone has the opporttmity, in conjunction with the other mass medda,

to reshape and reinvigorate the culture. The novelist has lostOlis

chance; the poets and dramatists no longer have one. The educators

have for the most part renounced education. And that means that the
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great task of education in our times__- the creation of a humane culture
_ _

,in its apparent absence or defeat - rests with the'maker of films

Art is hot enough: 11Br rather we need an art that_can perform the task

of'education - the task that literature and the other arts once per

,'formed until they somehow lost the consent on .which their power was

based. The legacy of literature, however, is immense. What is required'

is the kind of sensibility that can seize it and transmute_it to an-

:other mediumotwith equal power and iimplicity and complexity, much as

Montaigne and Shakespeare seized and transmuted the-'classical world they

ToUnd..in Plutarchr as the Greek dramatists deliberately democratised

.tfie,aristocratic ethos of arete they found in Homer and. the Poets-:.' It ;

is an art of translation that I am speaking of here --translation so

accurate that it controls the matter and power, of the original, and-so

radical that it utterly reshapes, transmogrifies, the values it dis-

covers. You can transform great'talent nto-genius only by energlzing

it in a talk that requires exceptional powers, that makes.talent tran-

scend itself. Neitherentertainment nor what we conventionMy call

art are likely to do it; ire need a vision - and Vergilian pdwers in

both artist and educator - that will tranScend,both art and entertain=

'I'suggest edup4t-ion,.by-whIch I mean bop art and entertainment,

be subsumed its, a higher effort.

.r.
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FILM STUDY AND THE HISTORY CLASSROOM

'John E. 0' Connor

W 4

-.Since 1895, when Auguste and Louis Lumiere put on the first public

exhibitions of moving pictures, hundreds of thousands of films have

been produced. The movies that survive as testament to that eighty-

two year history of an art form - documentaries, 'theatrical features,.

serials,'newsreels, propaghnda films, training. films, television com-

mercials, and more - represent a tremendous storehouse-of4raw material

-foe the-history classroom. Each film is a historical artifact, a

unique document for classroom analysis, and an effective tool for moti--

vating students to consider all sorts ofphis'arical questions.

Perhaps the most productive approach to the use of film in the

history class is to treat°1°C.--a4 one would any other histor al docu-

ment.: This requites that the teaCher.immerse himself to some d ree

erin the study of film language and film art- sdRething for whi grad -

f_ uate school prepares very fev.histLians. 'But the efiort expended in

learning to deal knowledgeably with film can yield significant results.

Bringing, film documents to students serves three princtpal:Purposes:

0.-) to give them,practical experience in'hstorical analysis and logical

thinking, (2)'tcMotivate them to study more!traditional historical '

d.:

problems, and (a),:tp,vincrease-theLr awareness of the Tim...ixper4ence

' by teaching tilem some of.the basic elements of visual communications.

This third purpose is based upon th# premise that most of :today's so-

called "Media-t4mded" .young people do not con rehe even the first

principles of how film and television communicate. Although some

ciples of Marshall McLuhan will disagree, spending so)manr passive_

hours in front of the TV ha--lulled most-viewers into suspending judg-

mentyand'allowing themselves to be swept away intO'a sort of dream

world. Rather than fine-tuning their analytical skills, they allow

themselves to be hypnotized beforeV the screen, taking in its messages

uncritically.

, .1

cReprinted r American Historical Association Newsletter, Vol. XV, No.
.

3 (1977): Ian Historical Association, Washington, D.C., pp. 7-9.

':i...
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): represents a capitulation, an admission that the Gutenberg era really is
.... I"'

dead, nothing could.be further from the truth. What it does indicate

iaa realization that students areLattracted to film and a'belief that

this interest can somehow be trans erred to their study Of history..

Equally important, it suggestS an wareness of the teacher's respOnsi-

bility to help students develop the analytical kills necessary to

seek out information, to verify it, and to eve uate it critically. _

Despite the beliefof some teachers that showing a film in clas.s

-
Like most Americanstoday, students= of the 1970s receive their everyday

,

inforkation more from the 0.x-o',clock news than from books, nevspapers,
' -

or magazines. To close our.eyes to this phenomenon would be the real

caPituIati4n.' Reading coruprehension'is as important as ever; but teach-.
. .

ing an understanding. of visual percept ion and inculcating the skills

of visual comprehension merit'pur attentionas well.
.

-Documentary films are of more'obvidus value as historical artifacts

than theatrical feature Usually there is more to.be learned from

the "actuality" footage bf a docUmentary t an from the 'costumes and sets

designed in a Hollywood studio. Naive to ens and lighting techniqueS

and the tricks' of editing, students at rWMaY feel.t4p.t they are see
_. .

-ing the actual.historicakevents happen efore their, eyes.. Discrimina-

tion takes, place as the teacher askS,,seai-ching ,questionshd.. challenges
.

.

"..stu ent'S to,lOOk again.. In'Tthe proess students should'deVelOp.a-Capac-,

ity for heightened visual awareness;- and they, maybe fascinated-by

historicalrquestions that seem meaningless arid:dial when approached

through a lect or a textbook. /

Two documentaries I have used to good effect are The Flow 1Zat

Broke the Plains, produced by Pare Lorentz for the United States

Resettlement Administration in 1936, and_See
/,

It N -Report or SPuator

McCarthy, Edward R. Murrow's expose of Joseph McCarthy aired by CBS

in March 1951. 'Each running about thirty minutes, these `films are'

readily available, convenient to use, and quite inexpensive. What makes

them especially interesting examples is that in at least some small wa.,

in addition.to illustrating historical develoyments,!..*hey helped to

shape them.
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A:pertinentquestion to_heasked'abOut..anY historical document

concerns its authorship. The Plow That Broke thesPlains wasmade

und4r the auspices'of_the.United States garernmeni. Its purpose, as

spelled out in the official records-of the'sponsoring agency, was ,to

S.

publicize the'actiyities of the.Resettlement Administration, the agency
.

responsible for:finding new homes for families forced-off their farms

by the environmental calamities of the middle thirties. The film pur-.

ports.to tell the true story of the.Great Plains by tracing its settle-

ment,i.firtt by cattlemen in the 1880S and then by hardy homesteaders
-

who could find no vacant land elsewhere. They sUffered in the semiarid:

climate where cyclical dry spells withered' their crops, -but they sur-

yived until World-War I when soaring grain prices tempted farmers and

unScrupulou'S land companies to overexpand production in marginally.
,

tillable lands. During. the wavand in the early wenties they plowed

the plains so extensivety-that the next time, drought came there was, no

grass to hold the soil, and it blw away. The cldsing sequences'of

the film show caravans of migrants, made homeless by the swirling dust, t

joining "the.great army of the highway," looking An- "a chance to
I

start over." The implication was clear. ,The Democratic administration

in Washington Was sensitive to their plight and the Resettlement

Administration was Meant, to help them.

The next /pgical 4ueStion:about a:ddanlent refers-tro its audiencs1.-
.17

-

who saw-the film and how did they reactto it? Although film critics

voiced acclaim, The Plow. That Broke"the Plains bedame the focus of a
.

controversy between thfr administration in Washington and Hollywood
1.

',producers who feared vernment competition in the movie business -

similar to the power companies' reaction to"the T.V.A. - and who

responded by 'discouraging commercial exhibitors from booking the film.

Democratic politicians liked the movie, and several incumbents used it

to impress voters in their 1938 bids for reelection to,dOngress:

Republicans correctly penCeived it as propaganda for F.D.R. and

his New Deal program. But the most serious criticism darn& from ride

the Resettlement Adminfstratfion itself, from agents stationed in still

4
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fertile sections of the Great Plains whered.ust storms had been.np

probltm.-! They charged that the film misrepresented Conditions.by

generalizing about the area,. and ultimately their arguments served to

support Republican efforts to.have the,film withdrawn.from circulation.

By the time all this has been brought. out in classi,.perhaps-d.is-
,-

covered by the students thehselves as they study memoranda reprinted

-in Richard D. MacCann's The Peoples' Films: A. POtitiCal History of

Govenment Motion Pictures (New York"; 1973), the7:shcilild be

anxious to reevaluate their first impressionscof the film. If time

permits it might be screervd again, .or a sequence-by- sequence oUtline
/ -

of the--,Cilm might be prepared for class discussion. My own rilimer)-

graphed outline of this-film describing visual and oral components in

_side-by-side columns, raps to five papt.

Since The Plow That Broke the Plains is free of copyright-restric-

tionp, it is possible ta.videotape-sequenceS or make 35mm slides of

.single frames fordiscukon by the class. The photography of the.film

is exquisite; many shots resemble -the depression photo studies of'.

Walker Evans and Dorothea Lange. The symbols and transitions (sledge--

hamw mers on fenceposts., newspaper headlines superimposed on Whirring

.presseS,_phalanxes
f
of tanks and tractors choreographed...to World War I

-
0

music )- may appeareclumsy and old- fashioned tb a geneYetion so over-

expot. to thi technical skills of modern televiSion, but this very_

characteristic makes them easier for film-study novices to identify

and :analyze.

Detailed structural analysis reVeals more as significant historical

questions emerge directly from the visual context of the film. For

example, the 1920s are presented in a montage of belching smokestacks;

overflowing grain hoppers, a jazz drummer, and a stockticker which

teeters for a minute on its latform before crashing to the floor.

Then the film cuts directly o the thirties, the depression, and the

duA bowl.. The visual implication (post hoc ergo propter hoc) is that

the crash caused all the trouble... The opportunities for classroom

research and study projects leap from the screen: What were the'

farmers' problems in the twenties and thirties? Did they start before
. .r 4
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or after_1929?__What, .if_anything, did the stock market haveto do

with them? -What other sorts of imagesi4ght have been chosen to

portray the twenties? What were the real causes of the Great Depression

and how did it affect urban and rural America differently? Mare gen-

erally, students might be asked to find out whether the pattern of

.western migratipn ehown in.the-film was typical and Challenge them to
1

illustratVt with pother non-tilm4aterial§. Thermightjalt? be
6

prcapted to consider the impact of inventions sualias barbe'd7Wire

and motorized firm machinery on the land&.nd the people.
.

Equally effective in raising issue's is Edu4t4 R. Murraw's See It
.

Draw: Report on Seri tor McCarthy. Mdst students. have a vague conception.

of what McCarthyism means,7..but they have never see? more thaael text-

,

book photo of the tan 1/Itself, and viewing the'film brings him to life,

for them. There is considerable background informatiOnavailable

about-the production in Fred W. Friendly's book, Due t Circumstances

BeyondfOur. Control (New York, 1966). Here again, subst ntive historical

questions emerge directly froiLthe visual fabric of the film.

A' sequeTe-by.-sequer& review quickly r

- first showing stateffents by McCarthy and t
,4

4
--dictink himself. The fiat is-filled with ex

tactics that shock even today, such as his

weals how it was organized

Yen showing kim -contra-

ples of the senator's

erenae to candidate
I

Stevenson.:in 1952 as "Alger,. I mean Adlag,and his badgering.Of State

.Departmen official Led Harris before his Senate.committee.

the process of putting together the film clips to show the senator in '

the wore-possible light, Murrow seems to have fallen into some of the

Same tec iques used by the man he was exposing. Sections of,McCarthy's

speeches were taken-out of context, and "certain sequences appear to-

hale been included more because of'the expi'ession on the senator's

'face or the tone of his voice - at one point a silly little laugh

makes him appear to be insane - rather than the substance of what he

had to say. Other sequences - his response to a testimonial dinner,

fort example, where he sputters and shuffles his feet for a minute or

two before admitting to be, speechless - Seet.to have been included
4

%

primarily to embarrass McQarthy.' They tell us nothing of-the methods
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he used or of the real dangers his movement represented. The fact tIat

the film has been credited with helping to turn public Opinion against

the.senatbr just a few weeks before the commencement of the Army-

McCarthy hearings makes it all the more interesting. The film can

become thecenter of an'entire ,unit on McCarthy and the fifties and

in the process help to sensitize s'udents to the techniques of coin-

municating.visually.

is.a place in the classroom Tor almost every kind of.film

dacument. As tho'se who rummage about in the'ruins'of_ancient'civilizar.
. .

.

tions diacover immediately, some artifactd are inherently more yaluable

than others:. But .1t altost always depends on the questions one is

DramatizeefeatUre films .may' be of little. value in` studying.

traditional political or military history, but if thejramework of a
e.

-teaching unit is shifted slightly they too can become'useful. The

famous Oftssa steps sequence frOm Sergei *idenstein'S Potemkin, for

example, is fabriCated histoyy - it never actually happened. But -the;

film provides dratatic insight into what the Soviet governMent which

.sponsored the film wanted its people'to think and feel about the' czar .

avid its troops.: In addition,' it'is a.beautiful example of the way in°,.

whiCh a-filmmaker can translate political emotions onto a 'moving strip

01.

of celluloid. The motives of Hollywood producers Over.the years have

had far more to.do with profits than propaganda, but the productions .

of their. "dream factory" can be at:least as valuable A the novels of

a given period forhelping,thestudents to develop a feeling for the.

time . Here again,'historians should take care','tO preserve the integrity

of the film as a:'iwork of art:. They should encourage their students to

consider the background, of production and audience response, and study

the film's'visual context as well as- its surface subject matter. 'In
.

short, film deserves the same attention as you would give,,to any other

historical document.

Rather than simply genera:lite, r have gone inid. detallabout

specific films here td.accentuate'the,:special values of film study to

the history teacher. To be sure,*this is only one approachi educa-

tional-films designed specifically. for history'classes can be useful

33
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too. But teachers should become more aware of the vast stockpile of

visual historical documents available.for classroom use. They can

help teachers generate interest in history while.at the same time

serving to train 'students and teachers alike to comprehend more fully

the impular media of the present.

t

*The Plow That Broke the Plains can be rented inexpensively from many
commercial finii outlets or it may be purchased from the National
Audiovisual. Center, Washington, mo. 20409, for about $70. ,See It Now:
Reportr,oa4,McCarthy is,aVailable'for three-day rental at $20 from the
CBS Publishing Group, 600*Third 'Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016 For
further reading on film "history and analyg, and their applications
to the classroom see Teaching History With Film by John' E. O'Connor
and Martin A. Jackson, pamphlet #2 in AHA series "Discussions on
Teaching:" The bibliographies and lists of film distributors printed
thOre merit attention.
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THE AMERICAN DREAM ON FILM"

James C. Curtis & J. JosephHuthmacivr

The purpose of this course was to delineate the characteristic

ingredients traditionally associated with the American national char-
s.

acter, the American creed, and the American dream. These include'

rugged individualism, material abundance, competition, confcgrmity and

the all embracing concept of American mission. The course explored how
iL

and to what extent the Dream has materialized for various segments of

the American populEce (immigrants, workers, American Indians, Black

Americans and the "marginal men" on the contemporary scene)., The strain,

stress and conflict within individuals and between groups that arise

because of the disparity between dream and reality was treated along

with their manifestations in psychological reactions, social disorder,

politics, confrontation'and.violence.

The. course content consisted of assigned weekly reading, lectures

and Hollywood feature films. Topics for lectures, film titles and read-

ing assignments are listed on the following pages.

There were no exams on the course material. lInstead, students wrote,

three papers (5-7 pages each) on the problems raised by the course mate-

rial. These papers were to draw together the fdlms, lectures and readings

in an examination of a particar facet of the American Dream. Compar-

isons between films were encouraged so long as there was adequate sup
-

porting data from lectures and assigned readings.

There was opportunity for discussion after eachfilm: Attendance

at these sessions was voluntary. A.pafiel of class members led each

disCussion. Those selected 84 panel members' were excused from writing,

one of the three papers.

There seemed to bt general agreement among all involved that the

course was a huge success. Many students have asked that the course,

or another one like it, be pffered again, but thus far limitations on

Reprinted from Film and History, Vol. III, No. 3 (1973): New Jersey
Institute of Technology, Newark, pp: 17-19.
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staff, T.A.'s, etc. have not afforded an oppbrtunity, although both

instructors would be willing and happy to do the course again. Papers

seemed to be the best method for grading, and although reading and

grading them was a-tremendous task for the two instructors and one

T.A. who ran the course, students seemed satisfied that the method

and grades were fair. Fifty-seventy students stayed regularly after

for the discussions which were very fruitful. Evidence indicated that

the students did the reading-assignments also, which was gratifying,

and helped disarm departmental. critics and skeptics.
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Date: Lecture:

9/5 'ate Old American Greed

9/12 Rugged Individualism

9/19 People of Plenty

9/26 Competition: An
American Fetish

10/3 Conformity

10/10 Nonconformity within
the Conformist Mold

10/17 The American Mission

Film: I
At the Circus
Marx Brothers (1939)

Shane (1953)

Alan Ladd, Brandon
DeWilde

Mr. Deeds Goes To Town
(1936) Gary Cooper,
Jean Arthur

Downhill Racer (1969)
Robere4Redford, Gene ,

Hackman '

Man in the Gray Flannel
Suit (1956) Frederick March,
Gregory Peck

Cool Hand Luke
Paul Newman, Geprge Kennedy

Wilson .(l9)
Alexander Knox

Readings:

Potter, People of Plenty, xi-72
Turner, "Significance of the

Frontier in American (1893)
-History" (Bobbs-Merrill
pamphlet) (complete)

Potter, People of Plenty, pp.
75-208

Wyllie, The Self-made Man in
America (complete)

Whyte, The Organization Man
(pp. 1-152)

Roszak, The Making. of a,Cduhter
_Culture (complete)

Gardner, Moitenthau, and
Schlesinger, The Origins of
the. Cold War (complete)



Date: Lecture: Film: Readings:,

10/24 Immigration in America, America (1963) Handlin, The Uprooted..

10/31

American History,

Status Politics

Many Immigrants

The Last Hurrah

(complete)

'Stave, Urban Bosses Machines,

(1958)° Spencer Tracy,

Jeffrey Hunter

and Progressive Reform

(complete)

11/7 ELECTION DAYHOLIDAY NO CLASS----VOTE EARLY AND'OFTEM

VOTE SKEFFINGTON!!

11/14 The ;Labor,Movement

11/21 A People Shorn of Its

Culture:' The American

Indian

1/28 Black Stereotype in

Films

12/5 The New Black Image

12/12 Marginal Americans

On The,Waterfront

(1954) Marlon Brando,

Lee J. Cobb

Tell 'em'Willie Boy

is Here (1970)'

Robert Blake, Robert

Redford

Cabin in the Sig (1943)

Ethel Waters and a cast

of thousands

;Nothing But a Man,(1964)

Ivan Dixon,. Abby Lincoln

Grapes of Wrath

(1940) Henry Fonda

ChinoY, The Automobile Worker

and the American Dreat.

(complete)

Brown, Buy my Heart at Wounded

Knee (complete)

Curtis and Gould, The,Black

Experience in;Americal

Chaps. 1, 2, 3, 4.

Curtis and Gould, The Black

Experience in America,

Chaps. 5, 6, 7, 8.

Harrington, The Other America

(pp. 1-170)



"HOW DO WE TEACH IT?":' A PRIMER

FOR THE BASIC LITERATURE /FILM COURSE

Dean Wilson Hartley

We read a book. We view a'filin

Or dowe? Should we? ,

And if sb, how do we bring the two forms - literary and cinematic -

together in the classroom.

These two related questions are relevant to university English

faeulty who are seeking broad new dimensions within the discipline itself,

dimensions, as relatively unexplored in the 70's as were, say, American

Studies 20 years ago, or-Afro-American LiteraCure a mere 10 years ago.

We have little control over the reasons why these questions are so rele-

vant now; we can only seek to understand them.

Forces which are sweeping through academe with the impact of a new

historical Zeitgeist have,, as in the past, altered bur perceptions about

wpat and how we teach our literature courses. Once again, barriers are

going down, boundaries slowly inching back under the pressure of,these

complek forces. Let me summarize them briefly: First, thp tremendous

contemporary interest in film among all levels of students and all grades
o

of English and Comparative Literature faculty. Second, the displacement

of the concept of film as a mere "A/V Device" suitable for pious bio-pics,

' for "illustrating" literary classics with stiffly-mounted period pieces,

or for tracing the convoluted sex -life of the. paramecium. Thirde

burgeoning and - considering the variable quality - terrifying realiza-

tion that for the past forty years, the annual average output of Hollywood

films production alone has drawn from 45-60% of its production schedule

of "A" pictures from literary adaptations. Finally, the availability of

relatively inexpensive rental prints o' 16mm versions of domestic and

foreign'films, with a consequent impact on all four years of the college

Reprinted from Literature/Film Quarterly, Vol. III, No. 1 (1975):
Salisbury State College, Maryland, pp. 60-69.
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curriculum. One'pight cite an addenduC here the number'of film study

groUps, film series, subscription showings, and festivals, each of which

has encouraged its audiences to discuss works ranging)from 42nd Street

to the Apu Trilogy with to borrow Matthew Arnold's.felicitous phrase

d"high seriousness" unlooked for in audiences of Hollywood's heyday.

What, then, are the main arguments in favor of integrating a course.

611 film adaptation'into the college or university English curriculum?

And what are the problems which inevitably harass the enthusiastic,n6vice

as he sets out making the cumbersome machinery of his hyphenated liters5-
s

ture-film unit work for him? In short, where and how do we begin to *.

tructure the basic course in film adaptation?

Before discussing the preparation that such a complex course would

involve, with its potential for spawning other, related units (such as an

interdisciplinary course in film production, co-sponsored 1.iith an Art

Department) anespin-offs (suchas a campus-wide film series), we should

consider the assets of taking on this new kind of workload. What' will

it do for us, for our students, for the department, and.for-the campus'.

itself? There are, it seems .to me, six positive possibA' 4.es 'inherent

in introducing the beginning film. adaptation course on the colle evel.

These assets.enable us to bring literary works - f. ion, poetry, and

plays - into tighter focus and into a larger frame than we have pre,

viously been able to manage with existing teaching methodoltmg.es. There

are, of course, several problems involved in.developIng.such a course.

But none of these problems is insuperable, given adequate preparation

by even the rankest coordinator.
/-

Under the heading of "arguments in-favor of developing and propos.ing
J
such a course" Vie have the following six points in favor of linking books

. and'films: the cross-class and cross-discipline appeal of the course

subject; the "excitement" of the film medium; the sense of communal activ-

ity; the contrast of modes; the illumination of text by means of image;

and the use of film as a catalytic agent.

c, . ,

4o
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First, the cross -class and cross - discipline appeal of the course

subject. Spe ing from my own experience as agformer:Assistant Professor

of English A Wittenberg Univeisity, a small (2400), private, largely

middle-class institution in Springfield, Ohio, I found that Iiy intro-

ductory film/literature course, "The Novel. on Film," held tremendous

appeal for the Freshman through Senior.class range. Even though the

course was a 135 (Freshman level) offering, it attracted 32 students

when the average enrollment for uch a section was 22-25, and of that

group, approximately 30% were s udents above-the Freshman level The
ifpdrcentage figures are not unusu 1; one finds' that wherever the beginning

film/literatUragnit is established as a Freshman elective, upperclass

enrollment is surprisingly high.
1

'9. 4

Second, "the-excitement of film." i',Eeniimmobilized," George

Bluestone reminds us in Novels into FiliinFthe camera makes space pliable.

More significantly, however, the camera can move, andits mobility has

/ enabled .it ta,erchieve unprecedented effects."2 The over-powering image

of the screen - whether aide-screen or "dynamic square/3 - sweeps away

distractions and dominates viewer-consciousness. What we see on the screen

is vital and immediate; it holds us as few books can. Furthermore,
.`

1
The enrollment figures for two subsequent Freshmari-level 135 sections of

film-adaptation courses reveal even higher percentages of upperclass-
men; the Fall, 1972 term offering, "American Novels and Plays on Film,"
had solid 50% non-Freshman enrollment, and the Winter term,,1973 sec-
tion, "British Novels, Plays and Poems on Film" showed a 60% enrollment
of upperclassmen. Of these percentages, which are, admittedly, 'roughly
worked out and rounded off, approximately half of the non-Freshman
students were Junior and Senior non-English majors.

2
Georgepldestone, tovels into Film (Berkeley: 1JCB Press, 1968), p. 15.

4
Eisenstein's term, which gained currency in Hollywood in the early 36's

during the Russian filmmaker's unhappy tenure-there The "cTynamic
square" was held up by 'Ost-cutting studio heads as an argument
against introducing.pithert the "Grandeur Screen" or Abel Gance's
"Triptych" screens to theater owners. Costs, in the early 30's-
would have been prohibitive. for installation of such screens, es-
pecially in the wake of the expensive changeover to sound equipment
In American theaters.

3
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Ialthough w may put a book down for the purposes of a meal, a t ephone

call, the athroom, or reflection on what we have just,r§ad, it goes against

convention to walk out, of a film - the cinematic equivalent of "putting

down,a book." When we watch a film, we do not reflect; we absorb. That

is, we permit,-Our consciousness - the monitor of our needs and activities -

to be mierwhelked by the sensory overload. The screen story is an experi-
- ,

ence involving eyes and ears - double the sensory input we get from reading

literature. The sheer size.of the screen itself on which th to7 unfolds",

sixty times larger than life-size, surrounds and engulfs us; in passive

contemplation of its activity, we lose our own identities.

. Third, "the sense of Communal activity." e film breaks the;one-rto-

one ratio between the student and his book or th student and the teacher

did cussing that book. A cinematic adaptation of novel, poem, or play

involves a whole community of catechuMens. It becomes a shared experi-

ence.in which our'reactions are anticipated, programmed, and unleashed

at key points by means of film techniques and editing rhythm in almost

metronomic fashion.' One may demonstrate this effect by synchronizing

Bach's "Tocatta and Fugue in D Minor"4th the Lincoln Assa&eihation

,(Ford's Theater) sequence in Griffith's Birth of asNation. Frame for frame,
,

the soqunce duplicates the carefully controlled complexitiesoof the Bach,

work for an overwhelming impact on the viewer, uniting him in a single,

shared crescendo of emotive response comparable to the effect elicited by
ft

Bach, alone,,in the concert hall. The audience is drawn closer to the

experience being rep;.esented than it would be during a classroom discus-

sion;-therefore, it collectively comprehends the nature of that experi-
o

ence with what may lz) described as a mass consciousness: twenty, fifty,

or a thou one'and.pains of eyes and ears function better than on pair.

Furtherm e, one learns from watching a film because others respond;
. ,

.'the senses are sharpened by proximity and unanimity of response.

The responses of the group are insightful and instructive; sharing the com
....,..--

munal experience in the darkened theater classroom, ordpuditorium, the

individual absorbs the sense of the work at a much faster rate than he
....

does while merely reading or discussing'it."
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Fourth: "the contrast of modes." Fictional, poetic, and dramatic,

narratives use time chronologically, historically, and psychologically,

as do film narratives. But literary narratives are hampered most often

by the necessity of moving forward and backward in time, with the con-

sequent use of relatively crude technical device6 to enable the reader (or,

in the
,

case of plays, the viewer) to follow the transitions in the story

line or character development. In/Peading, eyes move across the page,

left to right, then drop a line and repeat the process, as if the brain

were a typewriter -'which it is not. On the stage, scenery is shifted,

the curtain rung down between acts, and delays - called conventions --

dictate the interruption of the Nipty line and the fragmentation of

communal audience consciousness. Film narrative moves not only in the

continuous present, but, more important, continuously. We have a sense

of the'passage of time, but we, the audience, are always Pin the present

day" because the film transposes the tqqcoral n rrative of tii period

novel such as Gone With the Wind or Pride and Pr udi into spatial and
, .

visual terms. Our eyes, deceived by the illusory-} thirdJdimension of the

screen, are constantly focussing and refocussing on'ikages which not only

move - unlike the words ,on a page - but alter radically in size - unlike

the sets and characters on a stage. Thus, we are totally absorbed by a

film as we absorb it, witliput being aware of participating at all. We are
.

not, therefore, passive readers of the one-dimensional page before us, but

denizens on the screen itself.

Fifth: "the illumination of the text by means of the image." The
/

film condenses and)illupinateS difficult themes and passages for. the

lit ratire student by finding the equivalent cinematic tropes for par-

tic lar states of emotion, descriptive metafalOrs, and sub-verbal themes.
. ,

The use of the range of camera angles - pan, close up, medium shot, 1.(;4_

shot, tracking shot,'high and low angle shots - enables the film-maker

to emphasize the content oLa scene objectively or subjectively, define

point of view, establish tone, delineate character, and through,the

use of rhythmic editing, or montage - determine the pace of the action.

13



"One picture is worth a thousand words": the cliche is giyen new life

when one considers the fact that a page of descriptiop of RebecCa's beach

house in the duMaurier novel was condensed-by Hitchcock into one six-
.

second. 360-degree pan around the.ideserted cottage in the film version.

.goi.xth: "the use.of film as 4 catalytic agent." The film Is, finall

an incomparable catalytic agent. jt mediates between the variety of realty

- the multiple anOoverlapping views of the real world as we kno it - an

the orderly, aesthetically, satisfying, but artificial approximation of that

world that we find in literary works as formally and substantively diverse

as Tom Jonea, Suddenly Last Simmer, and The White Cliffs of Dover. As
.Andrew Sarris has noted in "Literature and Film," film "is not only impure;'

it is incredibly prbmiscuous. Its range is wide; but its attention span,
"4is brief. At its best, it translates surfaces into essences. The indi-

vidual work of fiction is considerably less promiscuous; its rang

narrow, limited by the consciousness and preoccupations of,the thor and

still further'by those of his characters, but its attention s is as

flexible as ,the reader's., By the very objectivity of the film medium, a

movie presents the most subjectively treatbd material of a novel such as

Ulysses with a singular absence Otf commentary. We are not told or shown'

what to think or how to react by a film as we are shown or told how to

react by the novel - and to a lesser extent, this statement may be applied'

to film adaptations of poems and plays as well. We must read into the

film its meaning. The illumination of a fictional text on the screen in-

volves our passive participation and our deepest emotions on a level Un-

paralleled in the experience of reading fiction. We put into a film what

we get out of it; thus we "read" a literary work on film more fully than

we do the printed text itself.*

Andrew Sarris, "Literature and Film," MLA Bulletin (Spring, 1971), p.14.

Final sections of this article have been deleted. For complete article
:see rjference p. 39
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PHILOSOPHY AND FILM

Jerry H: Gill

There are at least two reasons which justify an'exploration of

the relation between philosophy and film. The first`is that film has

become an exceedingly important cultural phenomeribb in }ecent years,

both asoan art form and as a social catalyst. Thus t re arises, a need

for_a philosophy of film within and overlapping the traditional fields-

of aesthetics aid social philosophy. The second reason is that film is

most likely the primary uliterary" backgroUnd of today's college and

university students. As it has become appropriate to examine philo-

sophical ideas in .literature,

explore philosophical issues

who are interested in teaching

to contemporary students, sL...1s)2,,ta

they are necessary.

For several years now

so it'is now becoming appropriate to

connected with film. Indeed, for those

philosophy in a wal^that brings it home
4

plorations are more than appropriate;

ave beenoffering courses which dpal with

the work Of, Ingmar Bergman from' a philosophical perspective. It may be

that others can profit from an account of the dynamic of this endeavor.

'I shall begin, y introducing a three-fold distifiction among the dimen-

sions of a fil. , and then. proceed to'a suggestive exploration of the

philoSophical issues which relate to each of these three dimensions.

I ,hall try to include some guidelines for understanding and discussing

films der se, as well as ideas for approaching them philosophically.

Occqsionally, I -shall refer to a(Bergman"film by way of illustrating a

point. Hopefully his films are well enough known that this will prove

helpful.

To begin, it is helpful to think of film as having three dimensions

of meaning: the perceptual, the dramatic, an the metaphoric. Because

of the widespread influence of film as.a form of story-telling (in movies

and television) and-because the everyday world fusses on people and

eviints, our initial and too frequently our entire involvement with

Reprinted from Metaphilosophy, Vol."8,, 1977: SUNY at Albany, New York,
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film is in terms of its dramatic dimension. In viewof this fact, I

find it imperative to begin the philosophical exploration of a film by

the perceptual dimenSio

ally dependent upon the pe

of the former can only b

ceptual observations. Th

For not only is the dramatic dimension caus-

ceptual, but so very often the.significance

rought to light in relatioh to concrete per-
.

etaphoric dimension can best.be treated

after the other two dimensions. It should always be 1?orne in mind that

while the analysis of s. film must necessarily be sequential the experi-

encing of a film is simultaneous and holistic. Thus, the verall inter-

pretatipn must have a reciprocal-dynamic which moves.from the whole to

the parts and back to,the whole.

I

It is often fruitful to b.9(ginA discussion of the.,perceptual dimen-

sign of a film by asking'the participants o'share dominant and crucial

images, sounds, aria spatial and temporal'p

This overcomes the natural gravitation tow

us seethe film as a film-- Valle at the,

context for interpreting the dialogue.

tterns Aich they experienced.

d the dialogue -- and helps

time providing e'boncrete

A sifeable collection of such obserVations,on the blackboard, perhaps

arranged s2ccording,to a pattern which'suggests itself in the collecting

process, provides an excellent base for-further explorations. Next a

consideration of such perceptual features as camera angles (pans and close-

ups), motion or speed, use of color, and editing techniques (Split screen,

cuts, fade outs) is in order. It is surprising how quickly these sorts of

observations can be gathered and how 'much improvement takes Place in the

student's ability to see and hear e-filllab more films, are experienced

and discussed.

There,are many p)klosophicalissues which can be brought to the

'fore during a diacustiOn of \a film's perceptual dimension. As might be

expected, many of them center around epistemological,questions, such aa

the reliability of the senses. The postures of Plato, Elestes, Berkeley,

Hume, and Russell can be trought-in to help focus the issui. Bergman's

Persona is especially rich in perceptual detail and'in crucial scenes it

t
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trades on sensory, ambiguities: Through a Glass.Darkly hlso provides a

point of departure for questions'of who sees'and hears what. In addition,

the implications of the dominance'of the Visual image in film, as well

as n the historyof Western thought, may well be worth discussing. 'More-

over, the debate over the structure of perception itself;: whether one

perceives-wholes (Gestalts) or parts (sense data) can be worked in atthis]

juncture aliyell.

A larger issue may surface at this'level of diScds'sion, namely the

nature of the relationship between the perceptual dimension on the one

hand and the dreAatic:and metaphoric dimensioiiegn,the other hand. How

is it, that we discerh the more comblex dimensions of a filmtsimply by being

exposed to certain sensory images? Is it by inference, as Sheflock Holmes

unravelled a mystery by collecting and rearranging clues in:his mind?' This

is the standard posture .of modern philosophy, be it tmpiricist or ratio-
/

nalist in characler. Or do we directly intuit the richer significance-4

cmeans of some special empti-onal and/or aesthetic capacity ?: Perhaps the

views of Bergson,4Tolstoy,sfn4 Lange would be relevant at this point.

Own view, that the more complex dimeAsions are mediated in and through

less, complex usdally gets some :exposure here4%buOY'',add large a more

thorbugh discussion of thisdsvUe-muAloe-postponed until the other two

dimensions of the film have beed:antpoduced.

' Flowing out of such epistebblogiCal Considerationsaa these are certailh

metaphysical luestibns. The particular nature of the work of the photog-

rapher and the editor in creating'a film,raises,Some crucial questions,

about-the relationship between reality, and appearance. 'Specific techniques

are used td underline or cont dict certain other aspects 'Of the film -r

sometimes those of the perceptual dimension and sometimes those of the other

My

the

diiensions -7find it is werth considering whether and to whet extent

this same'phenomengn may:not occur in our everyday experience, thus sug-
_

gesting important
W
difficulties in asdertaining what is real. The rela-

tivity of perspective,-and emphasis, along with the possibility of inter--

Subjectivity overcoming the ego-centric predicament (solipsism) are

integral at this point. 011e can also raise questiOns about the criteria

to be employed in distingUshing between reality and 'appearance, first in



the filM a& then in everyday life. Idealism, materialism, realism? and

pragmatism relatesn,aturally to such discussions. Here again Persona is

/ 'relevant, as is Cries and Whispers, because they,both involve highly complex

camera wrk.and editing.

The above Metaphysical excursions lead directly intoa,consideration

of two central concerns in the philosophy of art. The,first has to do with

the relation between art and illusion. There are those aestheticians, such

as E. H. Gombrich; who argue thatithe essence of two-dimensional visual art

lies in the crea9on of the illusion that material reality is being rep-

resented. Some contemporary painters and film-makers, on the other hand,

would contend that visual art creates its own, independent' real world.

Both of these positions differ from the classic imitation theory of"txt,

whether in its representational,"(P1 to) or presentational (Ip.!Lngerl versipn.

The second concern pertains to he relationLiPs among the various

art forms and/or media. To what extent do they participate in common

elements? What axe their-distinctive features? How does`tilm.relate

to painting,.drama, aid literature, and so on? Arnheim once argued, '027'

instance, that film as an art form died when talking was introduced, since

this led to story -tel -ling movies and put an end to artistic experimenta-

.4Z,..?& in film. It can be maintained that while this may have been true for

a while ('although the revival of Fields, Bogartit.nd HoWard HawktamOng.

film connoisseurs would militate against even-this concession) it_iS no
(

longer the Case; .The.ritinginterest in art films and experimental flame'

omr:the past twenty years would seem tcymegate'Ainheim's point.

Finally, before'leaving the perceptual, dimension it may beiftielpful,

to indtdate some of the'ethical issues which pertain'to this level of

exploratjOn. Related to the questions about reality and illusion are
A -"thos having to do with the film-makerlg responsibility td the .viewer.

. First ff,itthere any such respo sibillty at all? If so, dn:Wkat does

it consist? It'might be contended hat the artist's onlY.responsibility

is tohis own vision and to his medium. But is not the determination

of how well this lattaLresponsibility has been met in part the responsi-
.

bidity of the viewers? Even granting thatefilm traffics in illusion, are

-there not moral distinctions that-can be made between various uses. of
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illusion? And what of the viewerb's responsibility to the film-maker?

Must she/he only pay her/his mney and passiyely submit to the film, or
..

can she/he/be expected to bri g something to the film as well? BergMan!s

The Magician raises, questions about responsibility and art, both in its

techniques and in its content.

-4 II

With the foregoing information and discussionaZonthe'table it is,

Ilossible to move'an examination.of the dramatic dimension of the film
v

in question. Once again it is advisabjeto begin wifth concrete observations,

this time about such things as the use of space and timing in the scene
4

structure, dialogue patterns, and basic facts about the story-line. Often

it makes a great deal of difference, for instance, whether scenes.take

place indoors or outdoors, whether they all take place in roughly one

setting or involve varioupiforms of travelling, and whether-or not the

dialogue carries any essential information or especiall) significant

patterns. The Silence focuses nearly all these issues. In it there

is a strong contrast between indoors and outdoors, a journey through an

unnamed country, and almost no sound track. Each of these factors makes

i, strong contribution7to the film's meaning.

Next one can share observations aboutthe main characters, the struc-

ture of the plot (alternating pattterns,(crucial turning points, climax,

et, and overall tone and effect. Both Cries and Whispers and The

Seventh Seal are strong on character typologies and dramatic developMent.

At this juncture thematic and psychological factora begin to emerge and

it is portant to keep them focusea on the film itself and reserve the

disc ssion of their symbolic significance fora bit later on. Nevertheless,

the p ticular-aspects of th film's characters and plot must be examined

and clarified. ..I find it h ful to diagrapythe main relationships among

the characters and the overall deuelopment'of the plot on theblackboard.

To trykto,grasp these basic features in some simple schematic -form greatly

enhanbes the discussion.-

Often the treatment of these elements leads directly into a considera-

tion Of.ethioal questions. One of the key moral issues fequently arising



in films is that of determining responsibility for the specific behavior

and/or-personality patterns of the characters involved. The delineation

of individual responsibility calls for some discussion of the apparent

difference between Causes and reasons when explaining human action. At

the sAme time theage7old problem of freedom and determifation usually

manages to crowd tA0 way into any discussion of moral rgsponeibility.

Here Wild Strawberries and Passiob of Anna come immediately to-mind. Both

seek to trace personal responsibility within the network- of human rela-

ationships Both linguistic andlysts0e.g Melden, Ryle, Malcolm) and

tentialists tre, Nietzsche, Camu) have a great deal to say about

Pormer qudstion, while the recent debates invfilving Skinner, et al us

enliven the treatment of the latter question.

exis-

he

ally,

Another related theme is thatof- am ing &workable standard

means of which to establish the rightness or 4wongness,of-,:Lgiven act.

The,standard ethical theories can serve as a sounding board against which

to compare the conduct of a film's chaacters-- -Herd- too the, question of

a definition of "the good life" becomes viable. In all such discussions

the fOcus should, be on the concrete events and personages' of the'fklm in

question and only secondarily upon the vldws(, of the film-Maker.

A questiOfi which forms a bridge'between ethiCS and=social philosophy

is that,of obscenity-. The determination of the meaning of -this notion_ in

relation to the'liarticular film under discussion May well

Coming from the other side, the questiOn of the ;viability

a society is.as timely'as it is perennial, and there is a

traditional postures and litera4e available, from Plato

be -worth pursuing.

of censorsiap in

wide variety of

through Lenin

and Mill. Moreover, there is a whole host of contemporary discussions of

the subject, especially among literary artists and critics. All of this

usually leads on e again to,the possibility of considering whether'Or not

an artist has a espOnsibility to society or whether her/his cmly-respOn-

sibilitY is to tft In their content Hour of the Wolf and Shame deal

directly ith this probleth.

Anot ain field of philosophy is inextricably bound ujwith a

.consideration of the dramatic dimension of a film. This is the field, of
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metaphysics;1 Perhaps the most obvious point of connection is the world

views that are embpdied in the actions pi utterances,of the main charac-

ters. Very often the characters in a film tend to represent various types

or postures vis at vis the world around them. These postures have definite

metaphysical implications concerning which aspects of experience are the

more real and w] Moreover,.the interaction among the characters and

the overall, atic develo t'of the film may well-express a particular

metaphysical point of view regarding the nature of reality and appearance.

Lines of c nnection can be-drawn between these postures and points of view

and variou standard metaphysical positions. The same sort of possibilities

are availa e with respect to various approaches, to knowledge that might

be embodi in the individual characters or thp'film as a whole. The

Seventh Se with its dialectic between the knight, his Squire, and the

holy.family, is a classic in this regard.

Frequently in f' there.is a great deal done with the relationship

between fantasy and eality. Often dreams take on special significance

and there may even be cases where the remembrances and imaginative pro-

jections of key rsonages argextremely important. These phenomena raise

questions abOut the viability of our normal distinction between reality

and rantasy or dreaming, questions which are worthy of exploration and

toward which there is a wide variety of philosophic attitudes. Wild'

Strawberries and Cries and Whispets have a number of crucial dream and/or-'

fantasy scenes,
,

as do Shame and Hour of the Wolf.

The above discussion leads into philosophical psychology and related

issues in this field are those of personal identity and the problem of

other minds. One of the more interesting and complex features of contem-

porary film-making is the attempt to portray both the behavior and the

consciousness of the main characters. This, suggests the: many and diffi-

cult problems surrounding the notion of selfhood and the .relationship

between mind and body. Here again many standard philosophic points of

view beCome relevant, as well as those of such contemporary thinkers as

Ryle and Merleau-Ponce. It may even be that filmmakers and the phenomenon

of film. itself may contribute valuable insights. into these problems. Once

agairi.Persona comes to mind as a penetrating study the notion of

selfhood:, r\
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One final matter. Many fillc, either directly or by implication,
4

touch on religious and theological questions.. Sometimes the characters,

events, and/or dialogue are overtly about such issues,;while in other

films the notions,of God,, faith, the church and the like are conspicuous

by their absence, The doinant, eme in many contemporary films ds that

of criticism or indifference toward religious concerns. As in most cases,

however, there are serious philosophical questions that,can be raised A.
about the viability of the dominant or popular view. It ca- -prove vaiu-

.0

able to examine the sorts of reasons a film offers for,the position or

tone which it expresses; whether they arelisychological,

scientific, or philosophical in nature. Nciarly all of Bergman's "middle

period" films -- The Seventh Seal, Through a Glass Darkly, Winter Light,

'and The Silence -- deal with, theological issues.' Some hat s prlAngiy

he returns to these themes in a very recent work, Cries and Whispers..

III

When the first two dimensions of a film have been introduced and

explored it is possible to move to the metaphoric dimension. Hopefully

the previous discussions will provide lopth a stimulus anda.pether for

the consideration of the symbolic signific n of a give film. For

two extremes need to be avoided: lie. ref '1 seek deeper and broader

mewling in the film and the tendency to engag in ungrounded speculation.
A

Thoqe,familiar,with the-principles and problems of literary and dramatic

"interiltalon will be in a favorable position at this point, but it is

important to remember that in addition to having things in common with

these two art forms, film also must be'understood as a visual art. Further-

more, its most unique characteristic is its use of motion, Thus, the task

of film interpretation may well be the most complicated of any art form.
4

My own rute of thumb" has been to view the symbolic possibilities.of

a film as partaking of metaphor in extended or story form, or as parable.

This approach tend6 to avoid the temptation to give an allegorical inter-

'pretationrof every film on the one hand and a'surreglist interpretation

, on the ther hand. Of course, there are films which should in fact be

interpreted as allegories and surrealism, respectively. But the case

ust be made for viewing them in this way. A parabolic interpretation

'J\ a film works within the framework of metaphor in that it sees in-
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I

the film the possibility of light being cast upon a specific aspect of

human existence when the two (the film and the specific aspect of humap

life) are brought into interaction)Vith each other. A parable, as a
.. ,-

'.

metaphor in story form, has the advantages of increased vivacity and the

presentation o a greater variety of facets than can be achielied with_

1,simple metaph r: Nevertheless, itmust be borne in mind that a par.s.

-essentially has but one major point to make. Inmy opinion this is-the

best way to approac all.of Bergman's films, even his most recent ands'..

OPseemingly straight-forty Scenes From a Marriage.
4 latg

Students(usually grab on tothe psychological,characteristics of r

s.
: ..

the personages in a film and extend them as symbols of certain ways of

.

B VN:.

being in the world. Then they proceed to draw conclusions about what

the film (.and the film-maker) is saying about life from the dramatic

development of the film., While this would seem to be as good,a place

as any to begin, care Must be taken to ground such m a in the "stuff"

of theprevious two dimensions of the film. The scussion of such
--A

possibilities provides an excellent occasion for the'discussants to probe

their /own life styles and morak l postures. Once again the question of

ethical responspility will come t the fore.

Perhaps at this point it would be well to mention that one of the

chief and most powerful aspects of film is its 4bility to draw the viewer-

into its world and to thereby provide vivid; i lc:Ws experience. As

with the theater, an to a lesser exte t wil) literature, film allows
i

the, viewer to indwell other life styl and existential perspectival!,

and to thereby probeAiRis/her own life-in a deep and challenging manner.

To put it slightly differently, film often- raises issues having to do

with 0,basis o/t human existence sg forcefully that the viewer k put

under heavy pressure to evaluate his/her view of life. Thus the natural

congruence between film as an art'form and philosophy, wherein "'tlle

unexamined life is not worth living."

1 of these consideralOns bring to the surface a crucial issue in

the ph osophy of the dramatic artg. Since the time of "istotle,it hasAi
been common to think of the purpose Cpf drama as providing emotional release
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(catharsis) for the viewers. In ipcent year'it has become more po

to tiihk of the dramatic arts as ,avehicle for the artist to expres his/

her feelings. The. Marxist position is that all the arts ought to chal-

lenge the viewer to a better embodiment of the 'ideals of the state (or

of the revolution). Another recent view is that the dramatic arts should

be thought of las providing a dialectic prod for the self-exploration of

the-viewer. Each of these approaches can be profitably discussed in

terms of its application to a givenifilm.
)

One final matter merits attention. The ques4ori of the parabolic
1r

character of the symbolic dimension of film calls attention to'an impor-

tant epistemological problem. As I indicatkd in the first section of

this essay, it is

means of which 'we

to the "middle

both of these on

7th discussing the exact nature'of the process by

move from the particulars of the perceptual dimension

d" phenomena of the dramatic dimension, and then from

o the metaphoric dimension. Two of the more common

positions are that we make this more by inference and that we do so by .

some form of direct intuition. My own approach has been to develop the

notionOof m ediation as a richer and more holistic epistemological model

for understanding various forms of cognition. Film analysis provides

excellent opportu nity to explore .how the significance of more complex

dimensions are mediated in and through the less complex, rather than

being inferred ox'intuited.

The elements pf the perceptUal dimension:are brought together on

a richer,level around a meaningful Gestalt by means of an'integrative

cognitive] act.. In.the same way, the elements of the dramatic dimensi4

are integrated into a richer meaning in the symbolic dimension: Only

this way of conceiving of the dynamic in question fits_w±th the parabolic

model introduced, earlier. The significance"of a parable is not grasped le

by an infrential process, nor is' it helpfully thought of as essentia2ry-
glist

mysterious or intuitive. The logic of parabolic understanding is that of

engagement and interaction, while the logic of inference is objective

analysis and that of intuition is complete identification or union between

the-knower and the.khown.
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Although this is not the place to defend the notion of mediation, it

remains the case that this is an important and interesting issue which

flows naturally out of a discussion of the relationship betyeen the three

dimensions of film. Perhaps enough has been said to give some Indication

of how philosophy and-film can be brought together in meaningful encounter.

'Practical Information and Suggestions

I have found it fruitful to focus exclusively on the films of Bergman,

but there are other rilm-makers, such as Fellini, Antonioni, Wells, etc.

whose work is well worth exploring. I scheduled the equivalent of one %

Bergman film every other week in the semester. We viewed each one once in

class and showed it oncetas an all-college film. One could work with

l'elier films and/or with ,important commercially shown films, depending on

their availability. Instead of having the students buy several books of

screenplays, criticism, etc., I have them buy only one boob on film and

one on Bergman. I then charge a $10.00 film fee to each person in the

course andthis usually guarantees about $500.00 to work with. One can
-"'

gIso ask for 50O donations at the all-college showing. - !

`It has been-helpful to schedule several lectures by colleagues who

can offer insight into film and/or Bergman, and.I give a few on-the-nature

,of philosophy, etc. It is, of course, important to keep the discussion

groups fairly small =- and to. discuss each film at least twice (once after

oPeach viewing is preferable). In the discussions I touch on each of the

three dimensions of each film, but I try to limit-the number of philos ph-

ical issues we discu s. Others can be taken up in connection with other.

films. Ideally certain issues will surface naturally within the context
1

provided by each film.

1

I
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ANTHROPOLOGY AND FILM

The Social Science Implications of Regarding Film as Communicationl'

Jay Ruby

Film study and instruction in production has, by and large, been

cclincentrated in the arts and humanities in most American universities.

This is a logical place for such training if one assumes that film is

exclusively an art form. Viewed from this perspective, social scientists

are only able to ddhl with film as one manifestation of, the aesthetic

output of a culture, that is, with the study- of art.

However, one can regard -film as Worth and others heee suggested;-

able technology and medium of.communication which contains articulated

sign-events constructed and organiiZed by makers, or-in the words of my
A

own discipline, anthropology, as a culturally specific symbol system

which can be employed inia variety of ways to make statements about the

world.

Once. film is placed in this communication fratework (whiqiincludes

film as art) other Iierspectives.are revealed which suggest that film can

be utilized in three ways within thesocial sciences: film can be studied

as a datum of behavior, that'is, for what it reveals-about the sociology,
.

pspchology, and anthropology df the-makers; film can be used as a tech-
J

ndlogical device to generate data on human behavior which can'be subjected
t

to a v iety of scientific analyses; and filmiCan be-utilized as a mediumlr

for th presentation of social science research findings

statements.

The Translation of the Idea into a ,vurriculum
. .

for a number of historical reasons,

'best position tiPtrynslate the, above'ass

1Worth, Sol;."Film As Non-61t," Americ

and theoretical

anthropopgy is probably in the

tions inta. a curriculum. (cf.

Scholar; (35) 2:322-333 1966.

Reprinted from Quarterly Review of Film Studies, Vol.
Redeave Pub fishing Co'Pleasantville, N.Y., pp. 436-445.'.
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DeBrigard 1971 for a history Of Anthropology and film). While it is not

possible to discuss all of the factors, it'should be pointed out that

anthropologists have been using the ?ion picture.camera ever since,

1896 <Regnault 1896). Since that time, it has become commonplace for

anthropologists to take pictures -both moving and still - as part of

their field work and even more common for anthropologists to use films

in their teaching. Therefore, a visual, anthropology is in a more de-
_,, -

veloped stage when compared-to similar moVments in sociology or psychology.
e A ....

Out of this tradition within anthropology, a particular curriculuip
*

,its been,heveloped at Temple University -in Philadelphia. The teaching of

visual anthropology at Temple has two larger contexts which, to so

degree, define and givea'specifilcfocus to the training. The.first is

a departmental.philosophy of graduate education, and the second is the
.,--

fact that this training occurs within a program of graduate studies in

cultUre and communication.

Graduate education in anthropology at Temple is based on the tra-
_--

/-
ditional- sumption that anthropologists should havea foundation in all

E

areas of their disci,pline - linguistics, archeology(, and cultural and

physical anthropology. Only after successfuloompletion of general co;.-

prehensive exams are students. encouraged to specialize. .Students with an

'interest in film pursue(their speciality ithin tkile broader context of
.

.

the culture and communication program.
=.

1

',The prOgrim is designed to train students of anthropology who wish

to study various modes of communication'in a Cultural oontext. Thell:sic

---

assumption underlying the program is that, ail 4toffnunicative, interactive,

and expressive forms of behavior are-legitimate s)Ub4ects of anthropo-

logical inquiry.

The approach to culture and 'communication prOddea-Afrom a particular
)

view of both cult ure and communication. Culture ii.seen as a symbolic

system which is generated by-a set of rules shared'by members of a society>.

These symbols are spoially defined and hence, commun&ve in nature and ."

function. Furthermore; the symbols can only-be anal yzeOpten both their

underlying (generating )/'ules and their social contextsNanp considered.
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SinCe c ication is viewed as the use of codes (i.e.; culturally

defined pati ellas of symbolic behavior) in a social context, the analysis

of communication systems and events suggests itself.as a logical approach
- 4

to explicating both the underlying rules of, culture andthe social contexts

of sythbolic behavior..

It should be emphasized that our commitment to thasiudy of the ways:

people communicate th liying situations and our interest in developing

communication model! for anthropological studies involves us in two

,crate, though related, enterprises. The first leads us to examine

all the various modes of communication within single cultures and across

cultures, and requires us to understand verbal and visual communication
(

in social contexts. The second leads us to see cultural systems as sets

of rules that permit the exchange of symbols. Substantively, the first

enterprise leads us to study areas such as linguistics, vidistics, dance

and ritual, while the secdhd requires that we think of all culture as

some kind of integrated set itf circuits for the exchange of messages.

In dealing

resources avai

the culture

1.

r

th the concerns outlined above, and making use of the

ble in our department, several major foci have evolved in

and communication program. They are;

The onstruction of models based on the analogy between cultural

loand mmunication systems, so that One can examine communications

systems as culture and cultural systems as communication.

7 2.. The Consideration' of methodological problems involyed in the

construction' of these.models.

3. The understanding of the nature, functions, and contexts of

language as well as the adaptation and application of linguistic

analysis (particularly sociolinguistics)''to other modes' of

communication.

4. The study of religion and ritual 'is consideredrelellant to

students of culture and Communication, since both are analyzed.
. ,

as sets of rules for the exchanges of messages, at well as sets

of messages worthy of study in .and of themselves.

5. The exploratiqn of non-verbal forms of communication, especially

visual media.,
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The remainder of the paper will discuss the teaching of visual

antnropology within this program. Visual anthropology should-be con-
/

ceptualized broadly enough to include: the study o uman non-linguistic
. -

forms of communication which thoically involves so e visual technology'

for data collecting and analysis; the study.of visual products, "eSo,
films,- as communicative act'vity and as a-datum of culture amenable to

ethnographic analysis; and the e of visual media for the presentation
,

of data and research fincidgs - ataed findings that otherwise remain

verbally unrealized.

It should be understood that-all areas of visual anthropology do

not necessarily require the use of visual technology. However,most

analyses are seriously handicapped without-somemechanical means of

replay for slow motion and repeated viewings. Hence, data are typically

gathered with the aid of somePvisuq. mechanical device, such as a camera.
try.

While recognizing the importance of chnolbgy for visual anthro-
.

.

pology, the acquisition of competence in f lm production is regarded-as

a technical skillichisome students may need to acquire in order to

pursue their research a9d teaching goals. As a technical skill, film

production is viewed like other skifis,.such as statistics or contour

Map-making - they are simply tools4which have potential utility, provided

44.a research design calls for theth. It is realized that a basic understand-

. ing of-film theory, construction, and filmic conventions is necessary for

an understanding of film as a communicative medium: The film medium is

thought of in terms of its limitations', advantages,' function, what it can

and cannot be expected to accomplish, and where the use of filth is an

tndispensativid to specific research interests. The genetal queSgon

that must be repeatedly asked is, what have you gained after using a

visual medittth that you would not have gained Without it?

SignifiCantscientific research problems for amonthropologist do,

not consist of how to.get a better sound track, why a particular tripod

does not swivel in the Arctic, or what is the best distribution company

fora fib. These technical questions become relevant after research

has been designed which demand a methodological approach involving

visual technology.

L/
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Some problems in Visual anthropology_ that are intimateitied to the

use of film include:

1. Microanalytia

as kinesics4i p

some form of vi

L

studies

1

examined. behavioral

of human interpersonal behaviors, such

cs, and tacesics,ixe generally aided by

evidence:, In some courses, students have

events, such as greeting, interviewing,

teaching, eating, andlaanhaagling. In these cases, the camera

anti repeated projections aft as extensicps.of the researcher's

perceptual ability. ,

_.2. Visual technology mayalso.be used in the study of macrounits' of

human behavior: BeferenIce hgre is made to the production of motion

picture.footage.of particular rituals, ceremonies, technological

and/or artistic Processes, socialization practices, subsistence,

patterns, warfare, etc. In this. context, any visual msnifesta-
.

tion of a cultur4 is relevant. matter.

A. In addition; the visual products of both profeasionalvIndlin-
.

./\

-professional camera use can be studledas cultural artifactg.

Images here are,treated as data of a particular culture. This-

tItereat 4ecomes more important to anthropologyat an increased

number of societies begin to wEduce,theirown sets of mas-

mediated-messages.2 Research interests may necessitdk.the use-
of contentjanalysis for the study of themes, plots, or

construction of realities in media drama - work that was orig-,'
.

inally stimulated by. -Mead ancrMetraux's The Study of. Culture

at a Distance (19.53)..-,'AsmorOggiies begin using the-tech-A,7
61, g . g

nology of mass. media, the entire prodess.pf visual communication

may be studied'as a culturallyatructUred stream df expressive

and symbolic activity. This-eMphasi,6 must include behavioral

Ruby, Jay. "The AnthroPological Consequences,of a wired Planet," un-
, published paper delivered at the'Sogiety for Applied Anthropology

meetings,, Tucson, Arizona, 1973.

2Worth, Sol. -"Toward an Anthropological Politics of SymbolicForms,
in Reinventing Anthropology, Dell Hymes, RandoM HouSe, New York, ,

N.Y., pp. 335-366, 1972.
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observations pf ths.process, the artifacts per se, and the

,audiences for specdfic prodictions. This perspective may

apply to the creation and reCeption of a photograph,.a

or a television program; as well as.to the creation Of an art

object, or the study of dangeluld other folklo performances.

`14:. A 'final problem 1.6 the dissemination of r searci findings, that

is, in developing the most-effective strategy_for using film or

other visual form present anthropological statements. This.

_problem encompasses ndt.only the types of research mentioned,
.

above, but potentially all phases of anthropological inspiry:

Here, students explore'film as a communication system in order

to discover whether a set of filmid boAventidns can be developed

*which are somehow uniquely suited for the disPaay tanthro-

pological concepis.-)* `[P -N6

o
0

5

o .

3Ruby, Jay. ,"Is an Ethnpgraphic Film a Filmic Ethnography?" Studies
in The AnthPbPology of. Visual Communication, (2) 2: 104-111,,1975.

*Final section of this article have-been deleted. For complete article
see reference- . 56. .
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A. JOURNALS.AND ORGANIZATIONS,

In recent yAt-s. several organizations have been foftad either by .'

film scholars or by those in the traditional humanistic disciplined who

share antnterest in film for scholarship and as a teaching tool. .Ser-

eral are described below, along with a,select list of journals dealing

espec-Lai..-ly with teaching, and a basic list of film magazines.-

Scholltrly Journals and Organizations

e'
Cinema Journal. Publishede'quarterly by the Society for Cinema
Xudies, an association of-film critics, scholars, and histo-
rians. Respected for its scholarship. Writa:' Richard Dyer

. MacCann, ed., 17 West CylIegeStreet, plows, City, Iowa52242.

4
Film & History. Quarterly journal-published by the Historians

Film. Committee, an independent organization, of historfans and
social scientists; whivh is affiliated with the American His-
torical Association. ,Ncludes articles, fifM and boo .re iews,
and' descriptions of courses which relate history to film,s udy.
Write: The Historians Film Committee, c/o .The HiAtory Faculty,
New Jersey Institute of:rechnology, NewarkNewl Jersey 07102.

,

Literature/Film Quarterly. ipurnaldevoted to the study of/the
interrelationships between film and literature, the adaptation
of literary works into film, and the teachiEng.of film. Tn=

-,elude 'interviews, articles, and revivs: Literature/
Film Q arterl , Salisbury State Collegt, Salisbui.y, Maryland°
21801.

o

v."
Journal of Popular Film. Prodt4ed,quarterly under the auspices

of ,the. Popular Culture Association, this journal is an out
growth of their Journal of 'Popular Culture. Specializes in' .

articles on film theory and criticism, mpst of which relate
'film to patterns in society and culture. Also: filmographies,
lbibliograph'es,' interviews, and book reviews. -Write: Journal
of Pologlar 'lm, Bowling Greeil State University,. Bowling Green,
'Ohio 41003.

0

Studies in the nthropoldgy of Visual Communications. <Published
fromTemple University, this.new .journal specializes in articles'
which treat th "use and production of anthropological films and
photography for research and teaching." For.memberShip in the
Society for the Anthropology of sual Communications 4SAVICOM),
which-includes-subscription-to the journal, write: American
Anthropologidl'Association, 17OS ew Hampshire Averfue; N.W.,
WaShiEgtor, D.C. 20009.
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V

Journal of the University 'Film Association.. Dedicated to articles
NI the teaching-of film as:Well as critical and historical anal-
ysis. Write: Jour al of the University rilm Association,,Temple
University, Philadglphia,.Pennsylvania 19122.

Unitrersity. Vision. published by the.British Universities Film
Council. Includes krticles on the use of film in scholarship
and teaching in>the sciences and the humanities. Write: B.U.F.C.,
Royalty House; 72 Dean Street, London W1V 5HB.

Journals of Special Interest to'Teachens

AITIA, "A magazine for Two Year. PhilosoPhy/Humanities and High
School Philosophy/Humanities," includes articles and reviews on
classroom audiovisual materials. Write: Center for Philosophy,
Law, Citizenship, Inc., Thompson Hall, Room 228, S.U.N.Y. at
Farmingdale, Farmingdale, New York 11735.

The History Teacher. Quarterly journal Whigh,concentrates on
"promising new educational-programs, curricula, instructional
techniques, and methods of evaluating classroom effectiveness,"
and-also maintains a regular section for review of audiovisu&l
materials. Write: The'History Teacher, California State Uni-
versity - Long Beach, Long Beach; California 90840.

Media &ethods. Published nine times a year, this magazine of-
fers innovative approaches to classroom teaching, many of which
involve film. Feature'length and short films for the classroom
are regularly reviewed and evaluated. Write: Media & Methods,
401 North Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania A910.S.

LI Sight Lines. Published by the Educational Film Library Associa-
tion, this journal reviews and evaluates the latest releases
in the field of educational filma, This journt is meantAspe-
cially for librarians, but teachers can profit from the guide
to new materials. Write: E.F.L.A., 43 West 61st Street, New
York, New York 10023.

Teaching Philosophy., Concentrates on "innovative methods, class-
room strategems, and the use of new materials," including aUdio-
visual aids. Write: Teaching ,Philosophy, Location 47, Univer-
sity Of'Cincinnati, Cincinnati Ohio 45221.

Other. Important Film PeriodXcal§

Aferican Film American Film Institute -
10,issUes/year John F.:Kennedy Center
$15/year Washington, D.C.20566

.
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Cineaste
Quarterly

:,.44 /yeah

Film CoMillelir4*--:-

Bimonthly
$9 /year

Films in Review
10 issues/year
$10.50/year

t 33A Sixth Avenue,x,
New York, Nev York 10014

. Film Li rary Quarterly.
$10/y

Film quarterly
$6/year

Jump Cut
Quarterly
$4/six issues

Quart ly Review of Film
Stales
$14/year

Sight and Sound
Quarterly
$8/year

Take One,,
Mont ly --

$6/ ear

Film Society of Lincoln Centier
1865 Broadway ,. .

New Yorke NewkYork 10023
:---- . --

210 East 68th_Street
New York-, New Yek1D021-

Film Library Information Council
Radio City Station, Box 348
New York, New York 10019

University of California.Press
Berkeley, California 94702

P.O. Box 865
Berkeley, California 94701

Redgrave Publishing -Co.
430 Manville Road
Pleasantville, New York 10570

'Eastern News. Distributors
111 Eighth Avenue )f

New York, New York 10011

0
Unicorn Publishing,
Box 1778; Station B
Montreal, Quebec 53B 3L3((
Canada 4
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.B. SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

Because of the vast number of nevi publications relat'y to 'film

which have appeared in recent years,-this bibliography iskPrieCessarily
selective. Care has been taken to. concentrate on books and articles

published in English since 1970, and most reflect a new awarener-of

the value of film in humanistic scholarship and teaching.,

In addition to theoretiCal expositions on the relationships be-

tween film and the various other disciplines, the list also includes

several concrete examples of work-that 'h'unianists have cotpleted in the

past decade. Some ofthese books and articles, for example: treat

film as an expresslon of oader social and cultural history or. racial

and ethnic stereotyping, alyze how specific works of literdture have

/been adapted to film, seek to better understand'filT by applying the

analytical techniques and models of the philosopher or psychologist, tr
Use film as an anthropological research tool.

o .Sotrces which deal primarily with cinema study,eas a discipline in

itself - those that relate to genre, directors, film history,'aesthetics,

and criticism, etc. - are,pasy.to.find by using the bibliographies listed

in Action V (A).

History and Sociology 4

Bergman, Andrew. We 're in the Money: Depression America and Its
Films. New York: HarPer & Row, 1971.

Burns, E. Bradford. "Conceptualizing the Use of Film to Study
History: A Bibliofilmography." Film & History, Vol. IV, No. 4
(1974), pp. 3,-11.

, ed. Latin American Cinema: Film & History.
Los Angeles: U.C.L.A. Latin American Center, 1975

aripps, Thomas R. "Film: The Historian's Dangerous Friend."
Film & History, Vol. V, No. 4 (1975), pp. 6-9

Slow Fade to Black: The Negro in American
Films, 1900-1942. New York: Oxford University Press, 1977.

Film & The Historian. London: British University Film Council,
1969 A combined reprint of University. Vision No. 1 (February
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1968) and the report on a conference - "Film and the Historian" -
held,at University College, London, in April 1968.

"Film: New Challenge and New Possibility." (Special Issue), Arts
in Society, Vol.10, No.. 2 (Summer-Fall,1973).

"Fleehback: Films and History." (Special Issue),,Cultures1 Vol.
II, No. 1 (1974).

Furhammar,- Leif. and.Folke Isaksson.- Politicp and Filth. Translated
,

by Kersti French. New York: Praeger, 1971.

d

Frair, Ralph and Natashd Frair.. The Only Gool Indian: The Holly-
wood Gospel., ew York.: Drama Book Specialists, 1972%

Griffin, Patrick. "Film Document and
Vol. II, No (1972); v. 1-5. I'

444 . "Making of Goodbye
II., No., 2 (1972), pp. 6-10.

Haskell, MollY. From Reverence
the Movies. New York: Holt,

the Historian." FilthA.History,

v

Billy." Film & History,'VO1.

3 -

to Rape: Th4 treatment ofiWomen In
Rinehart and Winston, 1974. °

Huaco, George A. The Sociology of Film Art. liew York: Basic Books,
. 1965.

.Hughes, William. ?rotosal for atoUrse on Films and History."
rUniirersity ViSi , Vol. 8 (19721, pp. 9-18.

Hull, David Stewart...Film in the Th d Reich: Art and ProPavinda*
in Nazi Germany. -New York: Simon chUster, 1973: .

Isenberg, Michael T. "A Relat onship of Constrained Anxiety: His-
torians and Film." The His ory Teacher, Vol.. VI, No. 4 (1973),

PP. 553-568.

"World War One,C.Ome ies and American Society:',
The.ConCern withAuthoritarianisth6." Fi .104istory, Vol- V; No.

Jackson, Martin A. "Film as' a source Material: Some Preliminary
. I

Notes Toward a Methodology." Journal of. Interdisciplinary His-
12a, IV, No.' I (1973), pp. 73-80, ...

3 (19-75) ,,113.1p. 7-15.

Jarvie,

Jowett,
1976.

I. C.::Movide andSociety. New York: Basic Books'," 1970.,
,

Garth. Film: 4e D Oci.atic Art. ..Boston: Little Brown,
,

jr
,
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SeKracauer, Siegfried'. From Caligari to Hitler: A Psychological
History of the German Film. Princeton: Princeton University
'Press, 1957.

Lea., Daniel J.- From Sambo to Superspadp: The Black Experience
in Motion Pictures. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1976.

Mactean, James Roy. Film & Revolution.
,University Press, 1975.

McCreary, Eugene CL2-iini,g6Thistory; Some Thoughts
Interrglationship. Societas, Vol. I, pp. 51-66.

Mraz, John. "Lucia: History and Film'in Revolutionary
Film & History, Vol. V, No. .1 (1975)', -pp. 8-14.

. -Murphy, William T. "The National Archives and the Historian'S Use
o' Film." The History Teacher, Vol. VI, ia. 1 (1972), P13.41,9-134.

Bloomington: Indian

on their

Cuba."

0!Connor, John E. "Historians and Some Problems and Prospe
The History Teacher, Vol, VI, No. 4(1973), pp.v5Iq-552

Raack, R: C. "Clia's _park Mirror: The Documentary' Film in Histo
%The History Teacher, Vol. VI, Na. 1 (1972), pp. 109-118.

c hards,Jeffrey.egan Paul,. 1973

Rollin
Gui

Visions .of Yesterday. London Rout- ledge &

4.44

-Peter C. "Film and American Studies: Questions, Activities,
" American Quarterly, Vol. 26, No. 3 (1974),,pp 245-65

4

"Making of Will Rogert'192134s:" Film & History,
1 (1977)`, pp. 1-5.

"Film and History in the Netherlands &.
fi, No.: 4 (197121, pp. 10-1:6.

Vol. VII, No.

Sichuursma, Rolf.
History; Vol.

,Sklar, Robert. Movie Made America: A Cultural HiApory of Amer
Movies. New York: Random HouSe, 1975.

Smith, Paul, ed. The Historian and Film. *Londorf and New York:
' Cambridge University Press, 1976.ne

Vanderwood, Paul J. "Hollywood and History: Does Film.-Make tire
,Connection?" Proceedings of-the Pacific Coast,Counc 1.on Latin
American Studies, VolfII, (1973); pp. 53-59.

.

Vogel, Amos. Film as Subversiiire NeW York Random HOusel. /97i

Warshaw, RObert. The amliiediate Experience: Newyork: Atheneum, 1970.
FF; . /
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+Mita, David Manning and Richard Averson. The C- luloid Wea on:
tSocia comment.in the American Film. Boston:. Be on Presg, 1972.

Wood, ichael. America in the Movies. "/ NewZork: Basic Books, 1975.

Language and Literature...

)r`Ball,'Robert.H. Shakespeare on Silent .Falm.' London: Q. & Unwin,
1968.0

4 ,

.

Barrett, Gerald G. and Thpmas L. Erskine, eds, From Fiction to Fiat:
Ambrose Sierce's "An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge." Encino,
California:* 14.Ckenson_yrqss, 1973. This is the, first title in a

.
..

,series.including among others: Conrad Aiken's "Silent Snow, Secret
Snow" and D. H. Lawrenclks "The Rocking Horse Wi er."

\N-/- WIF,

Bluestone, George. Novels Into Film. Baltimore: J. has Hopkins
Press, 1957. Also Berkeley: University of California Press, 1961..

Braudy,, Leo. The World in a Frame: What We See in Films. Garde,
City, New York: Doubleday, 1976.*

Ecket=t, Charles W.; ed. Focus on Shakespeareem Films. Englewood
CliffgNrei-sey:e1, PrenticemHall, 1972.

Egner, A. G. S. Fildied,Books and'Plays: .A List of Books and Plays
From Which Films Have BeeriMade 1928 -69.. Londdn: AndreAtsch,
1971. (

"Film as Literature and Language.' (Spec
Literature, Vol. III, No. 2 (1973).

lheduld,'Harry M., ed.

versity Press, 1972:

"Graham Greene Special
No. 4 (1971)..

Hairington, John, ed.
.I3rentice Hall, 1977.

'1 Issue), Journal of Modern

Authors ,Film. Bloomington: Indiana Uni-:
4 Oe

IR
Issue." Literature/Fil4Quart4rly, Vol.

..;,. .

.-S,..

L
Film and/as Literature.

4

4art and, Winston., 1975.

Hur

Rhetoric

Englewood Cliffs:

of Film. New York: Holt, Rine

ed. Focus on Film and Theatre. Englewood Cliffs:
re ice all, 19Th.

,. .

Kawin, BrUce F. -Tel ing It Again and Again: Repatition in Litera-
ture-and Film, 'Ithaca: Cornell University Pregs, 1-572:

)

.._ .. $ .
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Magny, Claude-Edmonde. The Age of the American Novel: The Film
Aesthetic of Fiction Between the Wars. New York: Frederick
Ungar, 1972. (Translated by Eleanor Hochman.)

Ma_ rC

- Scr
Fred H., ed. Film and Literature: Contrasts in Media.

ton: Chandler Publishing,.1971.

, Short.Story/Short Film.
Prentice Hall, 1977.

Mc onnell, Frank D. Tie Spoken Seen: Film and the Romantic Imag
nation. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1975.A

Murray, Edward. The Cinematic Imagination. New Yotk: 1-9ederick,
Ungar, 1974.

.Englewood

Perlmutter, Ruth.

Phillips, Gene D:
York: Teachers

"Add Filth\o PletoriC.: 'terature/Film Quar-
No. 4 (19754, pp4 16-3

Graham Greene: The Films of His Fiction. NeW.
College Press, 1974.

Ruhe, E. L. '"Film: The_Literary Approach." Literature/Film Quar-
terly, Vol. I, No. 1 (1973)', 'PP& 76-83.

Richardson, Robert. Literature and Film. Bloomington:'
University Press,, 1969.

*

Indiana°

Scholes, Robert.- "Narration and Narrativity in Film," Quarterly

(1570), pp. 282-296.Journal of. Film Studies, No.

"Shakespeare.on Film." (Special Issu , Liierature/Film.Quarterly,

"Shakespeare on Film II." (Specia Issue), Literature/Film Quar
terly, Vol. IV, No. 2 (1976).

Spiegel, Alan. Fiction and the Camera .,Eye: Visual Consciousness
in the Film and the Modern Navel. Charlotte4ville ersity

Jr\
of Virginia Press, 1976."

Vol. I, No.- 4 (1973).

''

Philosophy and Psychology

F

Berger, Gretchen. "Audio-vidual Material: Sens dkData:"
-- Vol I, No. 2 (1975), pp. 34-37.

"Audio-visual Material: Lookillg Back on the
Future." Aitia Vol. IV, No. 1.(1976),:pp. 11-12;. and Vol. IV,_
No. 2, pp. 37-38.

Aitia;
S
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)1.

Boyle, Joan. "Audiovisual Page." Aitia, Vol II, No. 31974),
1 ', PP, 36-37. .t

.
:Cavell, Stanley. The 'World Viewed: Reflections on the Ontology
',of Film. New York: Viking Press, 1971.

-6111,;,Jerr3.H. "Of SnakeSkins and Wineskins: Art'aneReligion in
the Work-06.f Ingthar Bergman." EncounterCrbative Theological Schol-

. arghip, vol. 37, No. 2 (1976), Pp. 160-170. *

,

.. Ingmar Bergman and the,Search for Meaning. Grand
Rapids:/rdmans, 1969.

Gorovitz, Samuel. Medical Ethic's Film Review Project. !College
Park, Maryland: Council for Philosophical Studies,, 1975. This
48-page Pamphlet with review of 94 films and'video-tapestis avail-
able through the COuncil at S inner Hall 11311.University of Mary-
land, College Park,, Maryland 20742.

.
,

. . . .

Granrose, John. ';The Use ofIrqms in Teaching Philosophy." (A paper
!"-. with listsV available films attached: Publication is forthcoming.

Meanwhile ite the author at the Department of Philosophy and Reli-
gion, Universityof Georgia, Athens, Georgia 30602, enclosing $1.00
for copying and mailing.)

Greenberg, Harvey R. The Movies on Your Mind: Film CICics on the Couch

. .

.

from Fellini td`Pankenstein. New York: E. P. Dutton, 1975. #

Hurley, Neil P.- Toward a Film Humanism. ,New York: Dell, 1975.
(Otiglnally published in 1970 as Theology and Film.) -'

Munsterbetg, Hugo, The'Film: A Psychological Study. New York:
Dover, 1970. (Originally published 'in916.)%

Penna, Anthony and Mathias von Brauchitsch. "The Design and Teaching
ot\Dratnatio Films": An Approach to Values Education," Film &'His-

7i tory, Vol. VI, No. .3 (19(6); pp,. 49-55. * _

Scriv1n, midhael. "Review of Appearance and Reality." Teaching
Philosophy, ' Vol. IA, No. 1 (1975), PP. 99 -100.

.Smith, Joaraarie: "Free AV Material: Current,Pi/ms and TV Programs
Aitia,,Volt I, No.'4 (19'6), P. 5. 4

4

Wolfenstern, Martha and' Nathan Leities. Movies: A PsAhological
Study. New York: Free Press, 1250.

Viesey,'Godfre'y. "Teaching Philosophy in iritain's Open University."
kTeach,4ing Philosophy, Vol'. I, 'No. 1 '(1975),,pp.21-28; apd Vol. I,
No. 21.09790, pp.'12713y.(,)

72
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AnthropolOgY

Brigarq, Em1le Rahman de. "The History of Ethnographic Film," in
Principles of Visual Anthropology, Paul Hockings, ed. Hague:
Mouton, 1975, pp. 13 -44..

'Collier, John, Jr: Visual Anthropology: P oiograp asa Research
Tool. New York:. Holt, Rinehart, and Wi on, 1967. 1

'deHeusch, Luc. The Cinema and the Social Sciences: A Survey of
Ethnographic and Sociological Films, Paris: UNESCO reports and
Papers in the-Social Sciehces, No. 16, 1962.

lardRe, Robert. ."Anthropology and Film." Daedalus
pp. 3(44-350.

-Heider, Karl G. Ethnographic Film. 'Wustin: University of
Press, 1976.

86 (1957),

1

Texas

'Hymes,ell. "The Anthropology of-Communi c tion," in-Human
o Theory', FranksX. Dance, ed. New Y rk: ffolt; 'Rinehart -and

Winston, 1967, pp. 1-39.

MacDougal, DEviid.. "Prospects of th'e Ethnographic ,Film," Film Quar-
terly, Vol. 23,' No..2 (1969), pp. 16-30.

Michaelit, Anthony R.. The Research Film in Blology,'Anthropology,
Psychology, and Medicine. New York:',Aced-dmic Press, 1955.

4

Rouch, Jean. "The Camera and-Man." Studies in the Anthropology of
.Visual-Communication,. Vol: 1, No. 1 (1974), pp. 37-44.

The Sftuatican and Tendenciesof the Cinema in Africa.
Studies in the,Anthropology of Visual Communication, Vol. II', No.

!..--1 (1975), PP. 53,-58.

-Ruby, Jay. "Anthrop-ology and Film." Quarterly Review of Film Stud-
iet, Vol. I, No.,4 (1976), pp. 436-445. j.

. an Ethnograph acNFArr a Filmic 2thaogr py.?"\ Studies
dlLtheAnthropology of Visual Communication, Vol. I No.- 2 (19v,

.

" ...

'7'14;1 '.' "In a,Pic's Eye: Interpretive Strategies for
,

4114 7gIFITTTCance and Meaning *frorifFotographs."
No. 9 (1976), pp. 577(.4,

4

Smith, Alfred, ed. Oommunictialla and Cultue. New Yoi'k:' Holt;
Rinehartancl. Winston, 1966. 4-

Deriving
Afterimage, Vol. III,

$



,w0eakland, John. "Feature Films and Culture Documents," in Principles
of Visual Anthropology, Paul Hockin&s1 ed. Hagu4-: Mouton, 1975, .

pp. 231-252,

Worth, Sol "Towal-d an Anthropological Politics of Symbolic Forms;"
in Reinventing Anthropology, De la Hymes, ed. New YOrk: Random-.
House, 1972,IPP. ,3357366.

-Teaching With Film

Amelio, Ralph Jc. Film in the Classroom. Cincinnati; Ohio: Standard,
1971.

4% The Filmic Moment: TeachIng American Genre Film
Through Abstracts. Dayton, Ohio:, Pflaum, 1975.

Anderegg, Michael A. "Shakespeare on Film inthe Classroom." Liter-
ature/Film Quarterly, Vol. IV, Imo. 2 (1976),pp. 165-175.

Arrowsmith,,William. "Film as Educator." Journal of Aesthetic gd4-
catiof, Vol. ,III, No. 3 (1969), pp. 75-83. ReprInted in. Katz, Per-
sl4ctives on, the Study of Film, noted below:

Culkin, John M. and An ony Schillaci, eds. Films Deliver: Teaching
.,. Creatively with Film New York: ,SCholastic Book Service, 1970.

- . .

Curtis, James C. and J. Joseph Huthiliacher. 'The American Dream on..
Film..' Film .& History, Vol-,III, No. 3 (1973), Pp. 17-19.

Goldman, Frederick. and Linda -R. purpettl Need,Johnny Read? Dayton,
Ohio:I pflaum, 1971.;..

Hartley, Dean Wilson. Do We'Teach It? A.Prime or the Basic
Literature/Film Cour#_2!," -Literature /Film QUarterly, Vol. III, No.

'1 (1975); pp. 6o -41.&-T

Hirshfield, Claire.. "Teaching History to. the'Dfsadvantaged College
Student: A HistorS. Through V.1m Approach." Film &

rib. 1 (1974, pp_ 4-1o. r>

Hughes, William. "Proposal for a Course onsFilms and History." Uni-
versity Vision, Vol. VIII (1972), pp. 9-18.

Katz, John Stuart, ed. PerspectLve4 hel?Study of Film. ,Bostod:
. -Little Brown, 1971.

-
.,

. . -

, el

Lacey, Richard.' geeing 1.4.it.k Fe§liAg: Film in 4e°hassroom. .Fnila-
,-

.

delphia: W. B. Saundbrs,'1972/. ''

-.

-..
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f

LeGagirthur. "Images of the City: Teaching HistoryThrough Film
at Syracuse University," Film V History, 101. I'V, No. 2:(1971!),-
PP. 14-170 if.

. ,
- 4

Mallery, David. The School and the At of MotionPictures. Boston:
° National

N
AssociatrOn ot Independent .Schoolg, 1966.

Manchell, Frank. Film Study: A Resource Guide. Rutherford, New
Jersey: Fairleigh Dickinson UniversAy Press, 19,7.3. .

Maynard, Richard A. .The Celluloid Curriculum: How to'Use Movies in
the Classroom. Ne* York: Hayden, 1971.

O'Connor,.john.E. "Film Stivol,y and the History Classroom. "-

Historicakssociation Newsletter, Vol.,. XV, No. 3 (1977),

. and Martin A. Jacksoh, Teaching History
Washington, D.C.: American Historical As6ociation, 1974.

4 Americiin

With Film.

e,

Jt .

iaO'Grady, Gerald. "The Preparation of Teachers at Med. Journal
- of Aesthetic. Education, Vol.rTfl, No. 3 (1969), pp. 113=153.

Reprinted in Katz, Perspectivon the Study of Film,- noted-above.
' ;

Peters, J. L.,M; Teaching About Film. New/York: InternationaL.Docu:
meets Serviee,(division of Columbia Universitx Pregs), 1961.

t .

Phillips, Mark. "Teaching American HiAory with the Three "Little7;
Pigs." Media & Methods (November 1969),,Pp. 65,U . ,

ia

. .
/

Poteet, -G. ilowrd, ed.: The. Complete' uide'to Film ,Study. liaianfl., '

tllinoist National Council of Teachkri of Xhglish, 1972. ::,'
,
'.

,..
.

.

Pronay, Nicholas, Betty R. Sm and Tom Hastie. . The Use of Film in
History Teaching.' London: The Historical Association, 1972.',

-\

Rice,, S,usan:'-"TeachAng.: Apes: A Review or Pian6 of =the k
.

Mddia'& 'Methods (October 1973),.p. 321'f.,,

Samuelip, Stuart. "Film. as Social ;and. Intellectuial History at the
-University of Pennsylvania.rd Film & iiistogt Vol. II, No. 3 (1972);1;.
pp. 14-17. /

q_.,.. . _ , a *:.

wf . 'f. /e

:SchnelUer-Haroldt hW. "Literture 'and-Film! Marking Out Some Bound-
aries."- Literature/Film Quarterly, Vol- III, No.41`t1975), pp. 30-
.44'.

,

t, .. . . .
Stirician. Marion C. Harold:H. Owen t al. the Motion Picture, . , .

'7
Jr. -,

, --.-----
.and the Teaching 'of English. New York: Appleton-Century-Croftd;-,
1966.: ,

75
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Smith, Ralph A. "Teaching Film as a Significant Art u i'n J0101p.
Katz,, Perspectives on the Study of Film, noted above, pp.(411N0-

.
.

Stewart, David-C. Film Study in0 Higher Education, Washington, D.C.:
4eriaan.Council for Education; 1966. .

..

... ,

The- uses of Film in the -Teaching of English. The Ontdirio, Institute
On-

tario Institute: 1971'.
for Stildiks in Education Curriculum, Se i4.:8' No 8. 'Toronto': On-

,

.

4

Vanderwood, Paul'reHistory Through Film at Sfin Diego State." Film
& History, Vol. IV, No 10:974.4..pp. 16-1a. : .

,-
,

Welsh, James. Eergman and'Anderson for Sophomores." Cinema Journal,
Vol. XI (Fall 1971), pp: 52-57.

:4,
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'ACCESS TO FILMS

basic list of bibliographies and finding aids" is`

nning reference tool.. Since any new bibliography pia

cinema materials is out of. date within a few monthsof publicationc:there';%

has been h0 attempt)made to be exhaustive.- Rather than repeating infor-

mation that is available elsewhere; a gui* has been provided .to seven

detailedk.bibliographical referenCe books which have been.published within

the paetfive.Yeard. Each Of these is organized into subject categories

such as film,pistory, genre studies,. directors, aesthetics and criticism,

and apy one of- theshould provide thehecessary first 'step for the human-
-.

'ist new to film, studyik, ikewise, additional guides to "films, film evalu-

ations, and fiam diatritutors could have been listed, but the ones in-

cluded are basic and will provide the novice with'a solid beginning.

For the most up-to-d e listings of books, articlesandrefference.

..-sources, see the American ilmInstitute's Factfile series. Current

\iincludd:

Film & Television Periodicals in English

#2 Careers in him and Television

.#3. 'Student Film -Festivals and Avards

#4: Guide to Classroom Use of Film

#5 Women and Film/Television

#6 Children and. Film/Television

A.F.I. descrikes the

whic "will stress essentia

dent4, researchers; and'the

td the motion pictureaarts;"

at $3400 each ($2.00 for A.F.

National Education'SeriticeS,

titles,

.4";

j.

as "frequently updated information documents

ference Information df 'use to teachers, stu

e ethl public whose work or interests relate
,

Fctflle...are available from the In titute-

I. members). Send'checktatq:- Factf

Kennedy Center, tiasilinton,I.C. 20566.

'Basic BAlidgraphips Almixt, Film
E- 4

' ..
.

)Soliles;'Stephen E. An:.4Progich to Film Study: A Selected' Booklst
Reef Toni' Pr sa, 1974k. (A; small 1344 Well-,arranged-,

by-toPic tiblOgraphyi cludeS some entries in -foreign languages'
an a:listöt. Periodicals, also bytopc or'eyPea)

1,



Dyment, Alan R. The Literature of Film. London: White Lion Pub-
lishers; 1975. .(Amannotated bibliography of books about'film
published between 1930:and 1970. Subject categOities include.
"History,"_"Aeathetics-,and Criticism," "PersonalitieW and "The
Film Industry.")

GbIttesman, Ronald slid Harry M. Geduld. Guidebook to Film: iAn Eleen-
in-One Reference. New'York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1972.
(Contains an annotated bibliographY of books in all areas of film
stgdy as well as lists of significant periodicals, and Ph.D. dis-
sertationa that have dealt with film history and' criticism..)

Limbacher, James L., ed. -A Reference Guide to Audio-Visual Informa-
tion. N#W York: R. R. Bowker, 1972. (Annotated bibliography ar-
rangedlby topic and indexed by subject, covering a wide range of
material.)

McCann, Richard D. nd Edward S. Perry. The New Film Index. New York:
Dutton, 1975. (A comprehensive bibliography of articles relating
to film which appeared in film journals an periodicals between
1930 and 1970. Intended to continue the work of Harold Leonard's
The Film Index, originally published by the MusenMdof Modern Art
in 1941 and reissued by Arno Press" in 1966.)

. .

Monaco,James. and Susan Schenker. Books About Film:' A'Bibliogpphical
. .

Checklist. ,3rd ed. New York: New,York Zoetrope, 1976. (This it
- a very selectivg listing, but should be noted for. its publication

Oate.),
,

'.
,

Rehrauer, George. .Cinema Booklitt. Metuchen, New Jersey: The Scare -.
g.

crow Press; 1972. Also, Cinema Booklst: . Supplement One. Metuchen:
The ScareCrow Pres.s,. 1974. (Extensive .and annotated bibliography,

_ of books listed 4phabetically by. title, with a, subject indei - cu-
Mulattii-e in sufplement:).

.

a

-.-

General Guides and Film Evaluations

,;,-iiCan Film frista4te 'Catalog:,

r,.
ethOunden, ed. iNew York:

.

Feature Films 191 -1930. Wo volumes.
R. R..'. Bowker, 1970. .

, American Film Institute Catalog:* Featutelilms 1961-1970. 'Two volumes.
New York: R. R. Bowker, 1976.

,

detaiN'oirploit summar'es and production informa-w
every American f4atiiir' ilm released in the -i.

The comprehensive-sub t indeSe is.espedially-
'

1:

R dkard Kraftur, ed..
'These Volumes offer
tion about virtua4
twenties and sixties.
useful:r

Educatio YilM Library Association Evaluation Guide. New YOrk:
E.F.L.A., 65. (This"basic guide prbvides capsule evaluations of
educational films. Thereshave been two supplemegts, and the evalu-
ations are updated,monthly for libraries.)



7.

The New York Times Film Reviews, 1913-1968. Six volumes. Nellprk:
The New York Times, 1970. (This basic collection and the supple-
ments to. it .covering 1969-70,-1971-72, and 1973-74, provide no sub-
Ject index, butithe 'produc.tioinformation and critical judgments
Of the" Times' reviewers are valuable guideq in choosing feature'

4

How to ,Locate.Reviews of Plays and Films: A Biblidgraphy of. Criticism
from the Beginning to the Present. Gordon Samples. Metuchen, New
Jersey:, The Scarecrow Press, 1976. (Concise, well organized by
topic and time period, with annotated_bib1iography. Treats plays
and films in separate sections.)

Special Area Guides a -

Africa frpe Rea Reel-: An African Filmography. Stephen Ohrn and
Rebecca Riley,/eds.: Walthana, Massachusetts: Afri/an Studies Asso-
ciation, 1976.

American Folklore Films and Nideotapes: 4 An Index. Bill Ferris and
JUdy Peiser, eds. rnphis, Tennessee:. Center for Southern olk-
lore , .1976.

Bil4ioiZaphy of Non print Instructional Materials on the American
2

IndfaE ProVo Utah: Brigham Young- iiniversitytInstitute of Indian
2ervices

;

and Aesearctl, 1972, f

4 5.4

The Civil War in Motion Pictures:
in the United States Since 1897%.

A Bibliography..6f Films Produced
Paul Spehr compiler. Wdshington,

D. C::; Library of. Congress , 1961. ( out of aptin )

A Filmography of Films About Movies and MOvieAli5i.dg. (Pamphlet T-26)
Roohdster, New York: Eastman Kodak CbmPany ;4974, 4

A Filmography of,:the Third World: An Annotated Li\it of 16mm;.',

Helen W. Cyt, compiler... Metuchen, New.Jersey: ,- The $carectol., Pr;ess.
1976.

'.1111

Fibs for Anthropological Teaching. 'earl G. Heider, compiler.
ington, D.C.: American, Anthropolodittal Association, 1972."

Films Kids -Like. Susan Rice and Bailer
American Library 4sociation,.1973.

udlue, compilers.

°Guide to .Films about Famous People. Aexandria, Virginia;
Press,' 1969. .

.

"Hollywocid and the American Revolut1e3 A Btcentennial Reappresal."
- Lawrence L.. Murray:- Film Hd.story, Vol. No 3 (1975) pp., 1-6.

Wash-

Chicago:

Serina



Latin American Sights and. Sounds: A Guide to Motion Pictures and
'Music-far College Courses. Jane M. Loy, ed. Gainesville, Florida:
consortium of Latin American Studies Programs, 1973.

Multi-Media Materials for Afro-American Studies: A Curriculum Orien-
. tatiron. HenrY AY Johnson, ed'. Alexandria, Virginia: Serina Press, 1971.

_ . . , ;
-

Superfilmst An International Guide to Award- Winning Educational Films.
Salvatore J..Parlato. Metuchen, New Jersey: The S91krearow PrOds, .

410" 1976.J..4.-. : ,

The War /Peace Fri.lm. :Guide. ,Lucy Tougallt,- e . Be rkteley4-6, C'efi forni a :
World Without War Council, 197.0. .- 4-1..

° ,.. ' ,i,.,,
Women's Fi int. Bonniev-Dawson, compiler. San Francisco:
Bookleggery -1975. -..

hides to Film ,Distributors

Feature Films- lV

Feature Films On 8mm.and 16inin. James 'Lidbadher, ed. Fifth edition.
New .York-: R* Bowker, 1976. '

Programmer's Guide to 16 mm.Rentals. Kathleen Ifeeyer, ed. Sec
i:1;x3t1 tditiOnl-:_Albany, California: Reel Research, 1976.

#
Educational FiJJns

Index to 16 mm.Eduoatione.1 Films. National Information Centel- :for
Educational Median FifthrEdition, 3 volumes. New York: ii. R.
BoWker, 1975.

- ..,,
,.g3u, (

- :

._ ..

_

Educators' Guide to Free Flps. 36th annual edition. Randolph,
Wisconsin: Educe:torsrPrairess Service, 1976.

' i., . .

Let/s-See It Again: Fres-rlITs for Elementa* SthoolL. , islia.

,-
..

. -

T .' e it

Dayton, Ohio:. PflauM,19115.:"1.'

i"...W
.

orth American-Film and Vide0' irectory: .01ga Weber, compiler:0P ew
york:,,f. R. Bowker.*. 1976. (No films are ted. here, only puhlic
libraries drui.univ.dfsi'y aUdioyisual center by gepgraphic location.
Coilsult those near yau.)

Catalogs

,

Pa .

Most comme cial film distribUIorp irovide.:Trde catalogs Of,their col
Hlections (no ommeroial:sopkces Often aak,a mThima/ fde fOrl'heir catalog.),

A:reference shelf of,SUch catalogs can bd,the toacher's most..convenieti

: '4,
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iouree of information, and they are absolutely essential to confirm the

listings and Prices in the above guides which can quickly become out-of-

date. For a complete list .of aistributors and their addresses, se0 either

Feature 'Films on 8mm, and 16nm: or Index to 16mm. Educational Films.
, -


